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Abstract

Making fertilizer application decisions is a complex task. A large number of inter.related factols must be

consjdered in the decision making process. Ideally, a farmer should have an agtonomist analyze Ihe field

conditions and ¡ecommend a cost effective fertilization plan rvhich oullines the fertilizer product(s) to be

used, and the rate, method and timing of application. Choosing the most cost effective fertilization plan

involves constructing many âlternative plans and selecling the economic optimum plan, Such â strâtegy

rvill ¡esult in an eno¡mous numbe¡ of plans being constructed and searched befo¡e the best plan can be

found. We call this the fertilízer problem.

An agronomist does not use any formal algorithm for the selection of the economic optimum plan. Instead,

agronomists ¡ely on facts known about the problem, their previous experience, intuition, ând heuristics in

screening out the i¡relevant info¡mation during the decision making process. These problem characlelistics

suggested that the fertilizer problem rvas a good candidate for expeÍ systems technology.

The result is the development of a prototype exper! system called the Fertilizer Adv¡sor.Il lakes 
^

knowledge.based approach to perform a constraint-directed search of the problem space. Like a human

expert, it applies the constraints known about the problem lo limit its search to only the relevant

information.

The problem solving strâlegy used in the Fertilizer Adviso¡ will be presented in this thesis, First rve rvill

examine horv a specialist determines the economic optimum fertilization plan for applying nitrogen

fe¡tilizels. Then rve rvill extend the scope of the problem and use several specialists for determining the

economic optimum plans for applying each of the olher fertilizer nutrjenls. The conlributions made by all

of these specialists are then integrated to form the economic optimum solution fo¡ the fertilizer Problem.

The problem solving strategy is incremental in nature and thus is suitâbly implemented using an

incremental development strategy common to building expert systems. By incrementally extending and

refining the system's knowledge, a complex problem such as the fertilizer Problem can be solved.



Chapter 1

Introduction

Successful crop production begins with good crop management practices. Each farmer

must make crop management decisions concerning seedbed preparation, seed selection,

seed treatment, seeding rate, depth and methodology, fe¡tilizer application, and weed,

insect and disease control. It is desirable for farme¡s to optimize production techniques so

as to increase the efficiency of their operations. The Manitoba Department of Agriculture

has proposed several crop mânagement methodologies to assist Manitoba farme¡s in

achieving this goal, These methodologies are designed to help farmers maximize their net

returns on crop production investment. To attain the highest possible net return, farmers

must ensure that each management input is applied at the optimum ¡ate and time. In all

likelihood, many farmers do not have all the necessary knowledge or expertise to make

effective decisions about each and every one of these management inputs. Furthermore, the

detailed knowledge needed to help farmers and advisors make effective crop management

decisions is complex and scattered. To rectify this problem, researchers at the University of

Manitoba f¡om the Department of Computer Science, the Faculty of Agriculture, and the



Solomon Sinclair Farm Management Institute have been examining the application of expert

system technology to crop management decision making.

The goal of this research is to formalize the crop production expettise so it can be applied in

the form of a computer progra¡n. Encapsulating the expertise in a progtam has a number of

advantages. It will provide a pelmânent Lecord of expe¡tise Furtheimore, the captured

expertise can be replicated easily and be distributed to a wide population of the farming

community. This distribution will benefit both Manitoba Agriculture and fa¡mers. First,

Manitoba Agriculture can ensure that the crop production expert knowledge being

distributed is consistent across the province. Secondly, the expert knowledge can assist

less experienced agricultural representatives in providing expe[t level advice to farmers. In

the process, junior personnel are in effect being trained by an expert. With the support of a

knowledgeable expert system, the inexperienced agricultural Iepresentatives will be able to

provide farmers in the province a high quality of service.

The initial attempt at achieving this goal is the development of a prototype expert system,

known as the Fertilizer Advlsor (FA). It is designed to prorride assistance to far¡ne¡s in

making decisions about rates, sources, timing, and methods of applying fertilizers. The

research on the computeiization of an expelt system for making fertilize¡ ¡ecommendations

has been motivated by the growing popularity of computer applications in the agricultural

industry. The ability of the computer to efficiently and quickly perfoLm repetitive tasks such

as database management and statistical analysis have helped in improving human

productivity. There is a growing desi¡e in the agricultural industry to utilize computel

technology to perform tasks ofhigher complexity. The advent of expert systems provides a

solution fo¡ this.



1,1 What are Bxpelt Systems?

Expert systems resea¡ch is an area of resea¡ch ín artificial intelligence (AI), AI is "the

branch of computer science that is concerned with the automation of intelligent behaviour"

[Luger et al., 1989]. For example, in natural Ianguage processing, which is another

research area in AI, resea¡chers are concerned with the design and construction of

programs which simulate humans' ability to accept, understand and produce language for

the purpose of communicating effectively. Likewise in robotics tesearch, another research

area in AI, rol¡ots are designed to duplicate the human senses of sight and touch to perceive

and ¡eact to changes in a dynamic envi¡onment. However, by and large the most successful

area of research in AI has been in expert systems.

Expert systems âre computerized systems designed to imitate the abilities of experts in

solving problems in a narrow problem area. In general , an expert is a person who has a

significant depth ofunderstanding in some specific field and a system designed to simulate

the expert ín solving a problem in his/her area of expertise is called an exPert system'To

gain a better fundamental understanding of expert systems, it would be beneficial to first

consider the characte¡istics of human experts.

l.l,I Human Expelts

An exper! is "a person rvho, because of training and experience, is able to do things the rest

of us can not; experts are not only proficient but also smooth and efficient in the actions

they take" [Waterman, 1986]. Unlike a novice, experts can peLform at high levels when

solving difficult problems. A high level of performance is the result of combining a strong

theoretical background in the problem domain with effective heuristicl rules of problem-

1 A heu¡istic is "rule of thumb or simplification that limits the search for solutions in domains thal are

difficult or poorly understood" (Waterman 1986).



solving that have accumulated fiom experience in dealing with domain problems [Luger et

al., 1989]. All human experts have seveÌal common characteristics.

1) Human experts are able to solve elementary and difficult problems in their area of
expertise.

2) A human problem solver is able to explain the reasoning processes which led
him/her to a solution.

3) Human problem solvers have the ability to leârn and acquire new knowledge and- 
skills in-an attempt to broaden their problem solving capabilities. Humans can also
dynamically mo¡lify or extend previously learned knowledge to conceive new
concepts for solving problems in a novel situation.

4) Experts are "good at plowing through irrelevant information in order to get to the
relèvant issues" fWaterman, 1986].

5) In solving problems where it is difficult to arrive at a sQlution with complete
'confidenðe, the human expert often can provide some measure of solútion

reliability IMiller, i986].

6) Expert problem solvers possess the power of disce¡nment-the ability to recognize
when a ploblem is outside their area of expertise.

7) Human experts are known to be apt at balancing the effort expended on deriving a' 
solution to the quality of that solution. When an acceptable answer to a problem is
produced, no exjra effort will be expended on deriving an optimum solution unless
ihat effort can be ¡easonably justified.

Experts systems ¡esearchets âttempt to replicate, to some degree, the featu¡es of a liuman

expert outlined above. A closer analysis of the features and components of expert systems

will provide insight into what extent these goals have been achieved.

1.1,2 Expert Systems

Expert systems have a numbe¡ of distinguishing features. The following is a list of these

features analogous to the featu¡es of human experts listed above.

1) Every expert system contains a base of knowledge about some particular domain. When' 
the linowledgè is for solving problems which a¡e not considered difficult enough to
require an eipert, the system is known as a knowledge'based (or simply knowledge)
sydtem. Similà¡lv, the knowledge contained in an expert system can be used to solve
eipert-level prob'lêms. An expeñ system is a specializèd insiance of a knowledge'based



system.2 The knowledge in an expert system refers to the infolmation that has been
extracted fiom experts in the problem domain. The expertrs knowledge about a domain
can exist as facts or heuristics. Facts are propositions that are known, either by
observation or experience, to be true. Heuristics are subjective rules of good judgement
("rules of thumb") that characterize expett-level decision making in a particular field.
Generalty, heuristics are established through experience and can not be learned from the
standard theory presented in textbooks and classes. The knowledge base is what gives
an expert system its high-level problem solving capability. "The accumulation and
codifièation of knowledge is one of the most important aspects of an expe¡t system"

[Waterman, 1986].

2) Knowledge in an expert system is explicit and accessible, and hence, can be easily
unde¡stood and reproduced. Expert systems have the quality of being "open to
Ínspection" fFirebaugh, 1988]. Users can interact with the expert system at various
inté¡mediate stages of execution and request the expert system to explain the reasoning
processes used to derive its decisions. Such a capability has proven extremely valuable
lor expert system developers responsible for maintaining and extending knowledge
bases,

3) Like human experts, expert systems acquire their knowledge gradually over time. The
building of an expert system is of an exploratory nature. Generally, a knowledge
engineer extracts knowledge from one or more domain expetts, and implemen-ts the
knowledge in a concise and efficient knowledge base. A knowledge engineer3 is a

"person ivho designs and builds the expert system. This person is usually a computer
sðientist experienced in applied artificial intelligence methods" [Waterman, 1986],
Preferably, a domain expert is someone with a deep understanding of the domain and
able to solve diffícult problems in the domain quickly and concisely. The experts provide
the bulk of a system's knowledge (additional knowledge can be gathered from empirical
data, case studies, texts and other sources). The scope of the problem being covered by
an expert system is constantly growing as the knowledge engineer transfers the experts'
knowledge to the expert system.

4) The quality of the domain experts and the conciseness with which the experts'' knowl'edge Îas been represented will be ¡eflected in the performance of the resrìlting
expert system, Experts usually use heu¡istics and shortcuts to perform efficient sea¡ches
foi the iroblem s^olution. The ensuing expert system should model these optimizing
skills.

5) An expert system is not limited to dealing with factual knowledge which it has complete
confidence in being true. For example, heuristic knowledge is imprecise and can be
represented in an expert system by associating each bit of knowledge with some measure
ofconfidence, In general, this measure of confidence is called a certainty factor. The
expert system manipulates and cornbines the certainty factors using some prescribed
foimalisms until eventually a measu¡e ofcertainty is propagated to the final solution. The
association of a confidence measure with a solution suggests two important points.
First, if a solution can not be suggested with complete confidence, then there is a chance
that the solution is incorrect, implying that expert systems are prone to making mistakes.
Second, if expert systems are capable of making mistakes, those people using tlrem

2 The term exper! system is often abused by those impressed with the implications of the phrase. In reality,
seldom does a system reach a level of competence thât is deserving of the title expert. In this thesis, in
accordance with most of the available literature, the name most often used rvill be expert system.
3 The equivalent to a knorvledge engineer in a mo¡e conventional environment is the software engineer or

system analyst.



should be aware of this fact and should exe¡cise caution when deciding whether or not to
accept a recommendation.

6) An expert system usually exhibits high-level expertise in one domain area. It can not' 
solve þroblems outside of its domain of expertise. The ¡obustness of an expert system
..asuies the completeness of the system's knowledge in regards to solving ã vari-ety of
problems in the dómain. A robust expe¡t system should follow a gradual degradation in
þerformance when it is posed with problems which a¡e at the edges of its scope of
êxpertise. An expert system may require metaknowledge (i.e., knowledge about how to
use the domain knowledge) in order to detect that a given problem is outside of its
domain of expertise.

7) An expert system may be given the knowledge to balance tlìe amount of effo¡t expended
on solving a particular problem with the quality of the solution. Again, as in point four,
this featu"re àepends on the quality of ihe kñorvledge t¡ansferrãd from tlìe domain
expeits.

1.1.3 Conventional Computer Systenrs versus Expet't Systems

Conventional systems are designed to perform algorithmic tasks on large volu¡¡es of data.

The goal is to produce exact results efficiently. The ¡esults produced by conventional

systems must be correct otherwise they âre simply not acceptable. For example, an

electronic card catalogue system in a library is designed to mânage a database of book

¡eco¡ds. The operations are straightforward: add a book ¡eco¡d, mark a book as being

bor¡owed, print a list of books by a particular author, etc. The tasks to perform are not

complex and require Iittle expert-level intelligence,

Expert systems on the other hand are designed to solve problems by manipulating

specialized knorvledge in the problem domain. Like experts, the results produced may not

be exact. The quality of the solutions depends on the quality of the problem'solving

knowledge in the expelt system. The recommendations they produce are generally neither

correct nor incorrect, but only more or less plausible fHarmon, 1985]. This is due to the

heuristic nature of their knowledge.

Common languages used for developing conventional systems are procedural languages

such as COBOL, PLII, Fortran, or Pascal. Procedural p¡ograms are expressed using



Figure 1,1: Conceptual expert system architecture
Adapted from fEvans et al,, 1989]

control structures, logical expressions, variable assignments, etc. Although modular

programming methodologies have been designed for building large complex conventional

systems, the resulting code is ultimately difficult to understand and modify. Typical

development of conventional systems is to specify the design plans befole implementing

the system. All problem solving methods must be specified in advance.

Expert systems are developed using a declarative programming style. Declarative systems

separate the knowledge from the inference mechanism which decides in what order to apply

the knowledge to solve a particular problem (refer to Figure 1.1 for the conceptual

components of an expert system). The expert system builder creates the knowledge base of

what is known about the ploblem and the system utilizes the knowledge to determine horv

to solve the problem. The execution of the control strategy for manipulating the knowledge

base may be less efficient but the knowledge in the system is explicit, and is easy to

understand and extend. It is desirable to have knowledge that is easy to change. This is



because expert systems are developed incrementally through successive extensions and

modifications, At the statt, the knoivledge engineer does not know all the methods for

solving a particular problem. More so, the knowledge engineer is not capable of

understanding all of the problem solving knorvledge at once. The expeLt system must be

built up incrementally by implementing the knorvledge as the knowledge engineel slowly

begins to understand the pLoblem and its solution methods, There a¡e two ways in which

the knowledge engíneer (in cooperation with the domain experts) increases the expert

system's level of perfoLmance: 1) the knowledge present in the system is gradually refined

ove¡ time and 2) additional problem solving knowledge is put into the expert system. It is

not possible to completely specify a problem and all of its solution methods in advance

(Figure 1.2 depicts the expert system development process),

As can be seen by the above comparison, expert systems and conventional systems each

have their strengths and weaknesses. It is most advantageous to employ expert systems

technology in conjunction rvith conventional computing techniques to complement each

Requirements I K¡owledse I Concepts L:'"::::: I Slruclure

Identlficatlo¡ Conceptualizallot Formalizatior Implelnental

Figure 1,2; Stages of Expert Systems Development
Adapted fiom [Evans et al,, 1989]



other's qualities. The Fertilizer Advisor is an example of a program which integrates both

conventional and expert systems technology. This expert system is designed to solve what

we call the fertilizer problem.

1.2 Fertilization Decisions

1.2.1 Overvierv of the Application Donrain

During the early days of agricultule, falming was a tLadition passed on fionr one generation

to the next. it was necessary for it was a means of providing food for the community,

Today, falming in the prairies has become a thriving business, Through modern

trânsportation systems, the pLoduce of a falm is made available to a "community" rvhich is

no longer restricted to nearby neighbours. Furthermore, the crops produced by a farm are

not only a useful food source, but they can also be used fo¡ the production of other

resources such as feed, fibre, pharmaceuticals, and fuel. The impact of science has turned

crop production into a growing industry, Years of accumulated traditional farming

experience and scientific reseatch has changed crop production into a science. Several

uncontrollable factors such as weathet remain. For example, droughts and fiosts can have

an undesirable effect on that desirable taLget yield a farmer is planning for. But if the

weâther is favorable, it is quite possible for a farmer to reach a target yield provided that the

right actions are taken.

Successful crop production begins with ploper c¡op management practices. Choosing

certified seed of a recommended variety will ensure that weed seeds and diseased keLnels

are removed, leaving only the high quality product to give good germination, Further

treatment of the seeds with fungicides can lessen the likelihood of diseases. Before actual

seeding, the seedbed must be well prepared, For example, major weed problems should be

eliminated and the seedbed should be firm to allow shallow seeding because the moisture



condition near the surface is better. To properly seed, the rate, distribution, depth and

method of seeding must be caLefully chosen, Fertilizer application rvill provide the

necessary nutrition to fostel clop growtlì, An equally impoltant step is pest contLol. This

nay include the plevention and/or removal of weeds, insect pests and plant diseases.

Lastly, a good halvesting method will ensure an optimum recovery of the crop yield. The

timeliness of the application of the above steps is also very important.

It is essential thât the above crop management practices are followed in o¡der to maximize

crop production. These crop management steps are inter'related and each plays a very

important part in improving crop glowth. The necessary management practices to carly out

vaLy fiom one farme¡ to another and may even vary fLom field to field. For example, one

field may have soil which has a sufficiently high concentLation of the lequired nutlients

while another field with nutLient-deficient soil may require heavy fertilization, Each crop

management step mentioned entails a diffelent domain of knowledge. The focus of this

thesis is on the fe¡tilization step. The solutions to be presented on solving the problem of

fertilization are lealizable on the condition that the other managenìent practices are cot t ectly

exe¡cised. The expeLtise lequiled in making recommendations for these other management

practices are the subject of separate expert systems. It is envisioned that future resealch will

explore expert systems which address each one of these manâgement steps; resulting in a

collection of expert systems which can be integrated together to make recommendations for

a complete crop production plan. The remainder of this chapter will discuss the ploblem of

making recommendations for feLtilizer application.

1.2,2 Current Systern for Making Feltilizer Selection Decisions

At present, Manitoba Agriculture has a system in place for aiding Manitoba farmers and

advisors in making decisions concerning fertilizers. Farmers can turn to Manitoba

Agriculture for information on how to maximize their crop production potential. The main

10



component of this system is the Manitoba Provincial Soil Testing Laboratory, Farmers,

agricultural representatives, and feLtilizer dealeLs send soil samples to the Provincial Lab for

analysis of nutrient concentlations in the soil. On the basis of this analysis, feLtilizer

reconrmendations are provided. For alI clops, a standard soil test recommendation is given

which suggests a single application rate for each nutrient requiLed. These recommendations

are said to provide a good economic leturn under ¡easonable Manitoba gLowing conditions.

This system has been criticized by many as being somewhat crude fol a number of reasons,

Firstly, the recommendations only suggest lates of each nutrient to apply. Tlte farmer is

fiee to use any combination of feLtilizers, placement methods and timing to achieve these

suggested nutrient levels. Selecting a fertilizer plan that is cost effective is a complex task,

One farmer, for example, may be able to capitalize on lorv prices fol a particular fertilizer

whereas a neighboul may not because of a lack of suitable feLtilizer application equipment.

Secondly, the recommendations are standardized for one partícula¡ set of economic and

environmental ci¡cumstances. In reality, each farmer deals with a different and dynamic set

of crop and fertilizer prices. Glowing conditions, being highly dependent on soil type and

climatic factors, are also highly variable across many areas of the plovince as well as from

year to year. Thirdly, the standardized recommendations are conservative. The lorv-risk

nature of these recomnrendations also implies a less than optimum Ìetuln on investment.

Fa¡mers who are willing to take a higher risk by increasing the feltilizer investment may

rcalize a relatively higher crop yield. Therefore, fo¡ the best results, farmers should have

the data fiom the soil test interpleted by an agLonomist and tailored towards theiL specific

conditions befo¡e feltilization begins.

1.2.3 Making a Fertilization Plan

The ideal recommendation would be a fertilization pla¡¿ which would provide the farmer

with information concerning the fe¡tilize¡ compound(s) to apply, the amount of each

11



fertilizer compound(s) to apply, the method of application, and when the application should

be performed (see Figure 1.3). Given a fe¡tilization plan, additional information such as rhe

per hectare cost of applying the fertilizer, amount of each nutrient applied and so on can be

calculated. The ¡ecommended plan must also meet a number of goals:

1) achieve the maximum dolla¡ retuLn on the investment in crop fertilization

2) meet the requirements of the four nutrients: nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P),
potassium (K), and sulphur (S), as dictated by the standard Mañitoba Soil
Testing Laboratory recommendations.

3) plan is customized to meet the farme¡'s needs
(e.g,, equipment availability, limited selection of fertilizer products)

To achieve each of these goals, it is necessary to have knowledge about crop economics,

soil science and the falme¡'s pleferences. Crop economic knorvledge such as the basic

economics of field crop production, and soil and crop management knowledge concerning

the yield potential of various crops, fertilizer toxicity behaviours and other factors, will

shape the eventual fe¡tilization plan into an expert level recommendation. Other factual data

such as fe¡tilizer compounds accessible to the farmer, their nutrient contents, prices, and

toxicity behaviours, the folms in which they are available, the cost and relative efficiency of

application methods, expected crop sale prices, and fa¡me¡'s field conditions form the base

of information fiom which fe¡tilization plans can be constructed. Integrating the

FERTITIZATION PtÅN

Source of feLtilizer compound(s) to apply

Rate of fertilizer compound(s) to apply

Method of application

Timing of application

Figule 1,3: Information offered by a fertilization plan
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consideration fo¡ the falmer's preferences in the decision making process rvill help in

building a fe¡tilization plan suited to the fa¡me¡'s needs. Working with the knorvledge

domains outlined above involves the manipulation of many vatiables.

L2,4 The Feltilizer Pt'oblem

Ideally, formulating a recommendation conce¡ning additional crop nutrients should take

into consideration the folloiving variables:

. concentration of nutrients alLeady in the soil (1. e,, soil test lesults);

. soil type;

. soil moisture content at planting time;

. regional climatic conditions including growing season precipitation;

. the effect of method, cost, and time of application on toxicity constraints and lbe
efficiency of added nutrients; (toxicity constraints will be discussed in detail lateÐ;

. different fertilizer's nuttient analysis, form, and price;

. the client's own preferences; a fa¡mer may have certain equipment constraints, dollar
constÍaints, risk aversions, or simply a desire to carry on traditional practices.

Each of the above variables can take on many values. For example, climatic conditions, soil

type, and soil moistu¡e content may take on a variety of different values fiom one field to

anothe¡ and fiom one year to another. Fertilizers can be applied either in the spring or fall

using one o¡ two combination of the follorving methods: banded prior to planting, banded

with the seed, banded beside/unde¡ the seed, or broadcast. The common nutrients,

nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, and sulphur, can be combined in numerous ways to

yield the various fertilize¡s in granular, gas, or liquid form. In addition, the preferences of

the user should be addressed in o¡der to provide a customized fertilize¡ recommendation,

The difficulty in making effective fertilizer recommendations is in considering how to wo¡k

with all the variables to a¡rive at the best recommendation-this is called the fe¡tilizer

problem.
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Consider first the effects of a single nuttient, nitrogen. In Manitoba, nitrogen is the major

nutrient required for successful crop growtlt. If it is determined that the supply of nitLogen

in the soil plioL to fertilization is not sufficient to yield an optimum retuln, the cost of

adding more nitrogen to the soil is conside¡ed. The total cost of additional nitrogen is a

combination of the cost of the fertilizer itself (1,e,, the cost per unit increment of nitrogen

times the number of increments) plus the cost of application. Application costs are

dependent on the method of application and may include such expenditures as fuel, repairs,

time, and labou¡. The cost per unit increment of nitrogen supply is a function of fertilize¡

price, percentage of nitrogen in the fertilizer, and the efficiency by which the application

method and time of application incteases the nitrogen supply in the soil. G¡oss Ievenue, on

the other hand, is a function of the projected crop price multiplied by the projected yield.

Yield is, to a large degree, dependent on available moísture and total nitrogen supply

(including added nitrogen). For a summaty of these dependencies, see Figure 1'4.
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In theory, to solve the fertilize¡ problem, one could consider all potential recommendations

by generating all possible combinations of the variables and selecting the most cost effec-

tive alternatives (i.e., an exhaustive search of the problem space). In fact, such an approach

is not viable since the computational complexity of this problem is exponentíal in nature,

implying thât a brute force search of the problem space would not be cost effective. After

consultation with various experts in crop manâgement and soil sciences, we determined that

agronomists do not use a formal algorithm for generating solutions to the fertilize¡ problem.

Instead, agronomists rely on experience, intuition, and heuristics when making fe¡tilizer

decisions. The lack of a fo¡mal algorithm, combined with the recognition of the heuristic

methods, suggested that the fertilizer problem was a good candidate for expert systems

technology.

The FA expert system was built using an incremental development strategy. The initial step

is to dete¡mine the feasibility of the project by solving a simplified version of the fertilizer

problem. Chapter 2 will discuss the problem solving strategy in which the economic

optimum fertilization plana is selected by examining the yield and cost curves representing

the farmer's fertilization options, The simplified problem concerns the selection of the

fertilization plan for applying the single nutrient nitrogen to obtain an optimum yield.

Chapter 3 will present a blackboard fiamework in which the solution from chapter 2 can be

scaled up to solve the fertilizer problem. That is, the four nutrient requirements N, P, K,

and S must be met within the constraints imposed by the faLmer's circumstances while

achieving the optimum net return on fertilization investment. This chapter will show a

solution method in which the solution is achieved incrementally by solving portions of the

problem and integrating these partial solutions together to arrive at the final solution.

4The ferrilization plans selected by the Fertilizer Advisor are expected lo achieve an optimum economic
return on fertilization investmenl provided that the information considered by the system are accurate.
However, information such as weather, market price of the yielded crop, elc. can only be forecasted. In this
thesis, the term optimum implies being very close lo the optimum,
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Chapter 4 will discuss the major stages of incremental development used to gradually build

the solution presented in chapters 2 and 3. The discussion rvill include the objectives, the

achievements, the problems encountered at each stage of developrnent, Chapter 5 wíll be

the conclusion to the thesis.
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Chapter 2

The Nitrogen-Only Problem

The previous chapter discussed the large number of factols that must be considered in the

fertilize¡ selection problem. In orde¡ to handle the complex interactions between these

factors, it is best to place the initial focus on a small, manageable area of the problem

domain, find a solution, and incrementally scale the scope of the system up to solve larger

portions of the problem [Evans et al,, 1990a]. This is a common technique used in building

knowledge-based systems. The size and the complexity of the problem is reduced, thus

allowing us to concentrate on details, This incremental development technique was

employed in building the Fe¡tilize¡ Advisor. The initial focus of the plototype development

was on solving the nitrogen-only problem, This primarily involves the generation of

feLtilization plans which must fulfill some nitrogen requirement,

Nitrogen (N) fertilizer is effective in increasing the yield of crops. The effectiveness of

fertilizer nitrogen is dependent on the supply of other nurients, the moisture available to the

crop, the level of available soil nitLogen, and losses of applied nitrogen, which a¡e affected

by the time and metliod of application. These are but some of the factors that will affect the



crop's response to nitrogen fe¡tilizer. A proper balance of all nutrients essential for crop

production must be maintained to obtain optimum yield increases from the application of

nitrogen fertilize¡s [Saskatchervan, 1986], In the nitrogen-only problem, the other

nutrients phospholus, potassium, and sulphur are assumed to be at optin'ìum levels,

allorving the effectiveness of the nitrogen to be maximized. The rest of this chapter rvill

describe the solution to the nitrogen-only feLtilizer selection problem. The next chapter will

discuss the process of scaling the nitrogen-only solution up to generating ¡ecommendations

for fulfilling all nutrient requirements.

2,1 Nitrogen Recornmenclations

The nitrogen-only pLoblem can be categolized into trvo types of ¡ecommendatio¡rs: 1) the

yield atrve type, and 2) the grid type.The type of Lecommendation to perform is dependent

on the type of crop being fe¡tilized. For example, crops rvhich have tables predicting their

potential crop production yield should generate the yield curve recommendations. The grid

type of recommendations is a simplified case of the yield curve type of recommendations

and will be dealt with after the yield curve type.

2,1,1 Yielcl Curve Type Recornurenclations

The main objective in formulating a ¡ecommendation fo¡ fe¡tilizer application based on a

crop production yield curve is to maximize dollar retu¡ns on the investment in fertilization.

This type of recommendation takes advantage of the fact that for some crops, there are

tables which describe the relationship benveen the soil nitrogen available to the crop and the

potential crop yield unde¡ normal growing conditions. This ¡elationship allows us to

compare the economic benefits of various fertilization plans rvhich achieve diffe¡ent soil

nitrogen levels. In the context of solving the fertilizer problem, the economic benefit of a

fertilization plan is defined as the net return on fertilization investment and the net return is

the gross revenue acquired f¡om the sale of the ha¡vested produce minus the total

18



feLtilization costs (1.e,, feLtilizer costs and application costs), We are interested in the

optimum yield, or mole precisely, the yield that rvill plovide the greatest margin of return

ove¡ fe¡tilization costs,

2.L,1.1 Yield Curves

The task of determining the optimum yield is complex. Generally, yield is described as a

function of nitrogen supply as depicted in Figure 2.7. The curve desctibing the yield at

each increment of nitrogen can be de¡ived in one of two wâys. First, a complex equation

based on such variables as water supply, nitrogen supply, and gLowing degLee days could

be used to plot a continuous cu¡ve. Horvever, to the best of our knowledge no equation

exists that can be used to accurately pLedict the yield tesponse of any crop. Second, a

tabular approach based on observations of multiple trials unde¡ sinila¡ conditions can be

used to estimate the response for set increments in nitLogen supply. The second alternative,

a tabular approach, has been adopted for use in tlie FA system. This approach, when

illustrated graphically, results in a segmented cuwe. Horvever, for illustrative purposes, the

cu¡ve has been smoothed,
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Figure 2.1: A yield curve fo¡ Ha¡d Red SpLing Wheat under moist growing conditions.
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Table 2.1: Yield table fo¡ Hard Red Spring Wheat under moist grorving conditions,

The specific values used for plotting a paLticular crop's yield response cuwe are adapted

from the Yield/NitLogen Supply Tables used by the Manitoba PLovincial Soil Testing

Laboratory (see Table 2.1). Different crops exhibit different yield responses and the same

crop will exhibit different yield responses unde¡ different soil moistu¡e conditions. Fo¡

example, there are four separate tables available for Hard Red Spring Wheat; one fo¡ each

of four moistu¡e regimes (1,e,, aLid, dLy, moist, and ideal). Each table describes lhe average

expected yield (kg/ha) foL increments of total nitLogen supply in the soil. The FA pLototype

uses slight modifications to these tables rvhere the curves are smoothed over finer

increments of nitrogen supply.

2,1.1,2 Cost Culves

The second step in determining the optimun yield involves establishing a corresponding

fertilization cost curve, The cost culve for the application of one feLtilizer cornpound using

one application method is linear (see Figure 2.2). A simple cost cuwe can be calculated by

determining the cumulative costs of adding each increment of nitrogen using a specific

application method and time, and a single fertilizer,
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Figure 2,2: Cost curve for applying one fertilizer compound using one method.

2,1,1,3 Net Retuln on Fet'tilizer Investment

The thiLd step is to superimpose the cost curve on the yield curve. By definition, return

equals revenue geneLated flom sales minus total cost of feLtilization, This is represented by

the distance between the two curves, The point at which the distance between the trvo

cuwes is greatest marks the maximum net returns for that feLtilizer and application method

(see Figure 2,3). This is the optimum yield rvhich we are interested in. To find this, a

search is required along the nitlogen supply axis for the point of gleatest distance betrveen

the two culves. Information can be extracted from the point of optimum leturn to folmulate

a complete feLtilization plan, The method-feLtilizer combination lepresented by the cost

culve detelmines the time and method of application and the fertilizer conipound to

recommend. The point of optimum leturr; gives the amount of nitlogen to supply. This is

used to calculate the amo!ìnt of the selected fertilizer compound to apply.
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Figure 2.3: A fertilization cost curve superimposed on a ¡evenue curve.

2,1,1,4 Conrplete and Paltial Cost Curves

Recall that this is a simple scenario dealing with one method of applying one fertilizer

compound. The system nust also conside¡ other possibilities of applying different fe¡tilizer

compounds using different application methods thus resulting in multiple cu¡ves. To

further complicate the problem, a single cost curve may involve multiple application

methods and possibly multiple fe¡tilize¡ compounds; such cost curves will be ¡efe¡red to as

partial cost cürves because using a single application method with a fertilizer compound can

only generate a part of the curve, requiring a second application method to complete the rest

of the cu¡ve. For the purpose of definition, a curve is complete if the cost for supplying all

increments of 5 kg/ha of nitrogen up to i75 kg/ha can be calculated (it is rare that an

application of nrore than 1'15 kglha of nitrogen supply is necessary).
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A partial cost curve is characte¡istic for lhe seed-row method of application. Here, the

fertilizer is applied with the seed at planting time. In close proximity to the seed, the

concentration of the fe¡tilizer may be toxic, thereby injuring the germinating seedling. For

each fertilizer, there is an upper limit on the amount that can be applied using a seed row

method before the rate is deemed to be toxic, This upper bound is called the toxicity limit or

toxicity constt'ail?t. Using a seed row method may be economically attractive because it is

done concu¡¡ently with seeding and usually does not incur an extra application cost, But

when the toxicity limit is reached, it is not viable to continue adding more of the same

fertilizer with the seed. In order to contribute additional fe¡tilizer nutrients, it is necessary to

increase the rate of fertilization using a non-seed row method. There is an application cost

involved in switching over to a non-seed row method because the non-seed row application

has to be performed at a different tine. The same fertilizer or a different fertilizer can be

applied using the non-seed row method.

The cost curve illustrated in Figure 2.2 is an example of a complete cost curve; applying

one fertilizer using one method, A complete cost curve is associated wilh a non-seed row

method of application, Such an application method involves eithe¡ l¡¡oadcasting the

fertilizer onto the soil surface before or after seeding, or applying the fertilizer in bands

close to the seed bed (but separate f¡om the seed) before or after seeding. Using a method

of this type, the fertilizer is not concentrated around the seed and thus will not cause

toxicity problems. The corresponding cost curve can be graphically represented by a linear

curve, Note that this type of application method is performed before or after seeding,

implying that an additional field operation is required to apply fertilizer. This extra

operation is taken into account as an application cost. Figure 2.4 illustrates seed row and

non-seed row application methods and their corresponding partial and complete cost

curves.
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Figure 2.4: Examples of non-seed row methods, a complete cost curve characteristic of
non-¡eed row application of fertilizers, seed row method, and a partial cost
curve characteristic of seed row application of fertilizers

2,1.1.5 Multiple Cost Curves

The effect of calculating and comparing cost curves for all possible combinations of

applying diffe¡ent fertilizers with different methods will result in a graph similar to that in

Figure 2.5, This graph is a simple example depicting three cost curves: two partial cost

curves and one complete cost curve, The lowest cost segments form the optimum cost

curve. Graphically, to find the best return, we seârch for the greatest distânce between the

revenue curve and this optimum cost curve. Computationally, a search vertically between

all cost curves to find the lowest cost curve is necessary at each increment along the

nitrogen supply axis while searching for the point of optinlum return.

M¿rhôd

50 75 100 l
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Figure 2,5: A simple example of three cost curves. The thickened segments form the
optimum cost curve.

Consider the case rvhe¡e the system has in its database four fe¡tilizer compounds and five

different application methods (one seed ¡ow and four non-seed rorv) for applying these

fe¡tilizers, First determine all possible combinations of application method/fertilizer pairs,

then generate a cost curve for each combination. A brute-force basic algorithm for the

generation of these cost curves appears in Figure 2.6.

Four fertilizer conrpounds, rvhere each can be applied in five different rvays yield 20

potential complete cost curves and as many as 64 additional cost culves entailing

combinations of seed rorv application and non-seed row application, A search through

these different curves to find the point of optimum return is time-consurning, If more

rnethods o¡ fertilizers are added to the database, the number of combinations/cost cutves to

search through grows exponentially.
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For each increment of nitrogen supply
Fo¡ each application method

For each applicable feLtilize¡ compound
If the application nethod is form-compatible rvith the fe¡tilizer cornpound

If it is a seed row application rnethod
If toxicity constraint has been exceeded

For each non-seed row application method
For each applicable fertilizer compound

Dete¡mine how much it rvill cost to achieve the current level
of nitrogen supply using the cu¡rent application method(s)
and fe¡tilizer compound(s)

Endfor
Endfor

EIse
Dete¡mine horv much it will cost to achieve the target nihogen level

Endif
Else If it is a non-seed row application method

Determine horv much it will cost to achieve the target nitrogen level
Endíf

Endif
Endfor

Endfor
Endfor

Figut'e 2,6: Pseudo-code for a brute-force method of generating all possible cost curves.

2.L,2 Grid Ty¡re Recour uren da tions

The grid type recornmendations are perforlred for crops which do not have tables rvhich

describe the potential crop yield based on a given nitrogen level. Instead, these

recommendations make use of Standard Nitrogen Recommendation Tables avaílable from

the Manitoba Soil Testing Laboratory. A sample table for potatoes appears in Tab|e 2.2.

From the ¡esults of a soil sample test, the amount of nitrogen currently in the soil can be

used as the search key to look up the corresponding recommendation in the table. The

recommended value is the applopLiate amount of nitrogen to supply through fertilization.

The remainder of the task is to search for the lowest costing fertilization plan ivhich rvill

produce rhe recommended nitrogen supply.

Finding the cheapest fertilization plan for a given ninogen supply increment has already
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Manitoba Provincial soil Testing Laboratory Standard N Recommendations

Soil Tes¿ N Amount of Nitrogen to Add
(SoiI Nitrate Nitrogen, kglha) (N' kg/ha)
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Table 2,2: Grid type recommendation table for Potatoes

been described in the previous section on yield curve type recommendations. Graphically,

it is equivalent to vertically searching between cost curves at the given nitrogen supply

increment to find the lowest costing fertilization plan.

In the process of searching for the most economical fertilization plan, other solutions which

are less than optimum will be considered. These solutions fo¡m a list of alte¡native means

for achieving the ¡ecommended rate of nitlogen application. The ¡ecommendations are kept

for reference pu¡poses and are listed in ascending order by cost. Each entry in the table is a

valid fe¡tilization plan for achieving the given nutrient supply; only one is lowest in cost.

2,2 Implementation of the Nitrogen-Only Moclule

For the FA prototype, we have taken a knowledge-based approach to const¡ain the

exponential complexity of the fertilizer problem. ThLough knou4edge engineering sessions

with our experts, constraints are uncovered to teduce the amount of seaLch that must be
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perfotmed in calculating the final cost curve, The constraints identified can be divided into

two categories: domain-specífíc constaitús and farm-specific cotlstraints. Domain-specific

constraints are those imposed by nature; conditions which hold within Manitoba regardless

of the farm being considered. An example is the toxicity constraint of a fertilizer if applied

in the seed rorv, Farm-specific constraints are those ¡elated to the particular farm being

analyzed. For example, a farmer nray constrain the choice of application methods because

the farmer lacks the machinery to carry out a particular type of application,

The majority of work being pelforrred by the FA plototype is in generating and searching

through the cost curves [Evans et al., 1990b]. It is desirable to avoid genelating cost curves

for method-fe¡tilizer combinations which are not potential solutions. For example, it is not

necessary to generate cost curves which are known to be economically ineffective. To this

end, a pre-processing stage which utilizes both domain-specific and farm-specific

knowledge to p¡une out imprudent method-fertilizer combinations in the problem is inserted

befo¡e the cost curves are generated. The nitrogen agent's processing is divided into fou¡

separate stages: rule base processing, pre-processing, nrain processing, and post-

processing (see Figure 2,7).

2,2,1 Rule Base Plocessing

The rule base processing utilizes the farm-specific information entered by the user to

modify the fertilizer and/or application nethod information. Some of the default constraint

values such as toxicity constraints can be tightened o¡ relaxed based on farm-specific

info¡mation entered by the user (see Figure 2.8). The toxicity information is therefore

tailored to the particular farm situation being considered ¡ather than to all farms in one

geographic area. This allows the system to work with case-specific information in the later

stages of processing,
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Rule 1: Tishtenins Constraints

IF ((fertilizer = Urea OR UAN Liquid)
AND

(soil moisture condition = DLy OR soil textu¡e = Coarse))

THEN fertilizer's nitrogen banded toxicity Iimit i,s lowered to 0.0

BECAUSE such soil conditions prevent Urea or UAN Liquid from bei
applied in the seed row

IF ((fertilizer = Urea OR UAN Liquid OR Ammonium Nitrate)
AND

(soil moisture condition = Moist)
AND

(soil texture = Medium OR Fine)
AND

(seeding implement = Disce¡ OR Scatter Airseede¡
OR Sidebanding Drill ))

HEN double fertilizer's nitrogen banded toxicity limit

BECAUSE such soil conditions make the fe¡tilizer less toxic to seeds

Figure 2,8: Rule base processing: Use ¡ulebase to check faLm's soil
conditions and adjust toxicity constraints of feLtilizeLs accordingly
by applying the rules to each ferlilizer.

2,2,2 Pre.Processi n g

The pre-processing stage constrains the problem space to a manageable size. Initially, only

valid application method and fertilizer combinations a¡e formed. A valid combination is a

match between the fe¡tilizer's available forms (1,e., granular, liquid, or gas) and nlethods

which apply fertilizers in those fo¡ms. For example, a b¡oadcast method can only apply

granular or liquid fertilizers. This form-compatibility domarn-specific constraint helps in

reducing the number of method-fertilize¡ combinations significantly. At this point,

additional heuristics are used to fuLther trim the number of combinations. For example, if

there is more than one fertilize¡ that cân be applied using a palticular bLoadcast method,
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conside¡ only the cheapest fertilizer under that method. Recall the linear cost curve

associâted wíth any fertilizer being applied using a non-seed ¡orv method (broadcasting is a

non-seed row method); fe¡tilizers with a higher per unit cost than the cheapest feltilize¡ will

result in a steeper slope and thus will neve¡ be selected as an optimum cost cuwe. Fol seed-

rorv methods, consider the feLtilizer with the cheapest unit price and also other fertilizers

(which rnay be more expensive) with higher tolerance to toxicity problems under the same

seed-r'ow method. Higher tolerance to toxicity means more of the feLtilizer can be applied

using the seed row method before having to switch ove¡ to a non-seed low method. We

want to pursue the effect of adding as much of a feLtilizer as possible using a seed row

method because this type of application does not incu¡ an extra application cost. Besides

these built-in heuristics which prune out subsets of possibilities that incu¡ high costs, the

user may manually ovellide the system; for example, to consider only a subset of the given

application methods (possibly due to lâck of available machinery) or to prune palticular

fertilize¡s because it is the user's traditional practice to avoid using those fertilizers. This

pre-processing stage plays an important role in the success of the system because it utilizes

domain knowledge to reduce the ploblem space which in turn reduces the search necessary

in the next processing phase.

2,2,3 Main Processing

The main processing phase consists of three steps, The fiLst step involves generating the

(reduced) problem space of all possible potential solutions. For each valid method/feLtilize¡

combination (or methods/feLtilizer(s) combination in the case of partial solutions) calculate

the cost of achieving each inc¡ement of nitrogen supply, up to the maximum nitrogen

supply. The result is a solution matrix whe¡e each row i is method/fertilizer combination I

and each column j in a row is the cost for using method/fertilizer combination I to supply j

inc¡ements of nitrogen to the soil,
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The second step sorts the columns of the solution matrix such that each increment of

nitlogen supply will be a column containing solutions in ascending order by cost. An

optimization technique is applied in this sorting step. It is noticed that by adding each

increment of nitlogen supply, it is unlikely that the cost order of the solutions will change

drastically. This is apparent in Figure 2.5 where the cheapest solution at the sta¡t continues

to be the cheapest solution for a few inc¡ements until its toxicity constraint is exceeded, It is

no longer the cheapest when a second method/fertilizer combination is incurred as part of

its solution to supply the required level of nitrogen. Then another method/fertilize¡ solution

becomes the cheapest and continues again for a ferv increments until its toxicity constraint

is exceeded. There are two other factors, namely Lelative application method effic.iencies

and relative fertilizer compound costs which may cause changes in the cost orde¡ when

additional increments of nitrogen supply is added, These effects are illustrated in Figure

2.9, In Figure 2.9(a), the solid cost curve represents solution.4, the broadcasting of Urea

and the dashed cost cu¡ve represents solution B, the banding of Ureâ. Although the cost of

broadcasting Urea is cheaper than banding Urea in the first few incLements, the less

efficient method of broadcasting (relative to banding) becomes a less economical method

for applying high levels of nitlogen to the soil. As the target nitrogen level increases, the

amount of Urea required for achieving the same target is considelably more fo¡

broadcasting than is for banding. This is because broadcasting is a less efficient method of

deliveLing the nitrogen content of the fertilize¡ to the seeds in the soil, In FiguLe 2.9(b), the

solid cost curve represents solution A, the broadcasting of a high pef unit cost feltilizer

compoundA and the dashed cost curve represents solution B, the banding of a low per unit

cost fe¡tilizer B. A and .B are different fertilizer compounds. Again, the cost of broadcasting

is cheaper than banding thus solution A is the cheaper solution in the first few inc¡ements.

However, for higher amounts of nitrogen supply, the high cost of fertilizer A erodes the

cost advantage of broadcasting over banding. Solution B then becomes the cheaper solution

and remains the cheaper solution. Knowing thât the cost ofsolutions lvill iemain in olde¡
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Figule 2.9: The effects of relative application efficiencies and relative fertilizer compound
costs on the cost order of solution curves.

for intervals at a time suggested that a bubble sort is an efficient sorting algorithnl fol this

step of processing. The bubble sort is efficient for sorting arr ays which are almost sorted

and is applied to the matrix by using the order of the solutions from the last increnlent as

the starting orde¡ fo¡ the current solutions and bubble sorting the cuuent solutions based on

the costs of the current solutions. This sorting step prepares the solution matrix for the third

step of main processing which performs the actual search of the problem space. Having the

solutions sorted by cost will eliminate the need to search fo¡ the lowest costing solution at

each increment because the most economical solutions are at the top of the matrix.

The third step simply searches along the increments of nitlogen supply to find the optinrum

return. This is done by taking the lorvest costing method/fer tilizeL combination at each

increment and subtracting it from the expected revenue generated by the potential yield

associated with that nitlogen level. Then search for the increment with the highest net return

on fertilizer investment.

ä\:
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The entire process of finding the optimum fertilization plan can be described as a cotlstraiÌlt-

directed search IFox, 1987]. Constraints inhetent in the domain constrain the search space

and reduce the necessary search time fNervell et a|.,1976]. An example of a constlaint that

is often encountered during the sea¡ch process is the feLtilize¡ toxicity Iimit. When

considering the possibility of adding a fertilizer to the seed row, toxicity constÌai¡lts goveln

the amount of fe¡tilizer that can be added before damage to the seed occurs. The search

algorithm must recognize these toxicity const¡aints and not surpass them when

recommending the amount of fertilizer to apply. The process of performing a constraint-

directed search has been split into the steps of initially genet ating the cost curves which

ensured that constraints are not violated and then sorting them for each inctement of

nitrogen supply. .Consequently, the system searches along the curves as illustrated in

Figure 2,3, considering the lowest cost recommendation at each 5 kg/ha increment of N

and also locating the point of greâtest distance betrveen the revenue and the cost curve (1, e.,

the optimum solution).

2,2,4 Post -Processing

During post-processing, cLop-specific details are looked after. For example, notes are

attached to recommendations to waln the user of special procedutes to be followed fo¡ the

fe¡tilization of such a crop.

The resulting recommendations (both optimum and less than optimum ones) foLm a

summary list of potential solutions. The list is presented to the use¡ with the most cost

effective alternative being highlighted. The summary lists for each 5 kglra increment of N,

the method (or combination of methods) that should be used, the fe¡tilizer (or fertilizers)

thar should be applied under each method, the cost per hectare of applying the feLtilizer, the

additional revenue generated as a lesult of applying that fertilizeL, and the forecasted profit

margin,
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The next step is to scale the system up to consider multiple nut¡ients. After all, nitrogen's

effectiveness towalds proper clop glowth is maximized only rvhen other nutrienl

requirements are fulfilled. An intuitive stÌategy would be to getlerate recommendations fo¡

each of the other nuttients also on the assumption that tliere are sufficient levels of the

remaining nut¡ients available in the soil to the seed, and then bundling all four nutrients'

recommendation into a final ¡ecommendation. In the next chapter, we rvill discover that

there are interactions betrveen the nutrients which will complicate the task of combining

single nutrient recommend at ions.
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Chapter 3

Multiple Nutrients

Common fe¡tilizer compounds available in Manitoba contâin some composition of the fou¡

nutrients Nitrogen (N), Phosphorus (P), Potassium (K), and Sulphur (S). Single nutrient

recommendations will supplement a deficiency of any one nut¡ient in a farm's soil

assuming that olher nutrient requirements are already fulfilled, However, this type of

recommendation is not sufficient for most farms. For fertilizer problems rvhere the soil is

deficient in more than one (or possibly all four) of the nutrients, ân expert would have to

analyze the soil's needs for each individual nutrient and ar¡ive at some independent

¡ecommendation for each nutlient. Then the expert would resolve any conflicts between the

individual recommendations and integrate the reco mnrendations to a¡rive at the final

recommendation. This result mìrst meet the objective of having maximum cost efficiency,

while maintaining a proper balance of all nutrients and also must satisfy any constlaints

imposed on the application of mixtures of fertilizer products, In this chapter, I will present

a framewo¡k in which the feltilizer problem can be solved. The solution will ensule that the

objectives mentioned al¡ove are met.
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3.1 Genelal Multiple Nutrient Fertilizel Ploblenr

Consider an approach rvhich takes advantage of the fact that cost cuLves and

recommendations have been generated for the nitrogen.only problem, assuming sufficient

levels of the other nutrients are already present in the soil. To truly complete these

recommendations, we must make fertilization plans for the othe¡ nut¡ients to salisfy the

above assumption. Suppose that there are four specialists (human or computational

entities), each looking after a specific nutrient requirement. The general ptocessilrg scheme

is to fi¡st perform the ¡ule base processing (as descLibed in section 2.2.1) ott the application

methods and fertilize¡ compounds data to customize these to reflect farm-specific

conditions, Then request the nitrogen specialist to make its reco mnrendations. The

processing perfoLmed by the nitrogen specialist rvill be identical to that desclibed in the

previous chapter. Then tltese recommendatiotts are passed along to the phosphorus

specialist, then the potassium specialist and then the sulphul specialist fol each of theiL

contributions. Each will contribute alteLnative single nutrient fertilization plans to meet the

nutrient requirements necessary to complement the effectiveness of the nitrogen

recommendations. In this scheme the global final tecommendations are constlucted

incrementally. Let us examine the processing to be performed by the phosphoLus'

potassium, and sulphur specialists.

Each specialist is given a set of recommendations which is assumed to meet all othel

nutrient requirements except for the nutrient which the specialist is going to ¡ecommend.

The cont¡ibutions made by a specialist must not alter the othe¡ recommended nutLient

levels. However, recall that fertilizeLs come in a variety of compositions of the fouL

nutrients, Each fe¡tilizer can be categorized by the majol nutrient (1.e,, the nutLient which

takes up the laLgest percentage of the overall composition) that it contains. Of the common

fertilize¡ compounds currently being considered by the system, the common nitrogen

fertilizer compounds have the characteristic that they contain only nitlogen and none of the
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other nutrients. The phosphorus fertilizer compounds contain primaLily phosphorus along

with a small percentage of nittogen, The sulphur fertilize¡ compounds have the same

chalacteristic that they contain some nitrogen besides the major nutrient sulphur. Potassium

fertilizer compounds contain only potassium. When a specialist focuses on one nutlient, the

selected fertilize¡ compourtd(s) may contribute othel nutrients as a by-ptoduct. When a

specialist attempts to integlate these feLtilize¡ compouuds into the given set of

¡ecommendations, the levels of the other nutrients may be increased. This violates the initial

restriction of a specialist not being allowed to alter the other recommended nutrient levels.

If a specialist is to solve this problem involving other nutlients, then the specialist must

have knorvleclge about other nutlients, This complicates the scope of each specialist and is

not desi¡able.

In addition to this problem of a specialist having to handle fertilize¡ compounds which

contribute othsr nutrients outside of its domain of expertise, each specialist must make su¡e

thât constraints local to its domain of expertise on the nutlient must not be violated.

ConcuLrently, the decisions made must also adhere to the constraints global to the overâll

fertilizer problem. For example, a local constraint fo¡ the phosphorus specialist is that

broadcasting a phosphorus fe¡tilizer is inefficient and should uot be considered, A global

constraint for any specialist is that the total amount of al[ fertilizer pLoduct applied with the

seed in the seed ¡ow should not exceed 195 kg/ha. Alother global constraint is that the final

recommendation for fulfilling all foul nutlients' Iequilements should not involve more than

two application methods. It is preferable to satisfy all nutLient requirenents with as few

application methods as possible. Having to deal with more than two different application

methods is very inconvenient for any farme¡. This is an example of a domain heuListic that

our experts leatned from field expelience.

The goal of this chapter is to present an organization of specialists, each rvith a nallow
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scope of the eutire fertilizer ploblem. The specialists will incrementally make contLibutions,

gradually leading to a complete solution. This organization is known as a blackboard

system. The rest of this chapter will desc¡ibe the general blackboard architecture and

organization, the blackboard system in FA, and co¡npare and contrast the general

blackboard characteristics to those in FA. The discussion will include the solutions to those

problems mentioned in the above paLaglaphs and also other problems and thei¡ solutions in

the multiple nutrients domain.

3,2 Overvierv of Getteral Blackboard Systems

Conceptually, a genelal blackboaLd system consists of three najor components: tl'ìe

knolvledge sour.ces, the blackboaLd, and the control. The I(norvledge sources aLe self-

contained units, each having specialized problem solving knowìedge for pattially solving

the ptoblem. There is no r.est¡iction on the nethod by which a knowledge soutce solves a

problem, Each knowledge source may apply a paradigm completely different f¡om the

others. For example, one knowledge source may use some nested procedures to solve its

assigned problem while anothe¡ knowledge source may apply a set of tules to ptoduce its

results. The Blackboard is a global stlucture on which knoivledge soulces contribute

information to incrementally solve the problem. The Contt'ol component cooldinates the

activities of the knowledge soulces and opportunistically executes appropriate knorvledge

sources to pLovide partial solutions to the problem. This ivill eventually lead to the problem

being solved.

The problem solving mechanism lies in the sharing of infoLmation between the knolledge

sou¡ces via the blackboard. Since each knorvledge source is a specialist in a section of the

problem domain, the pooling of their individual efforts on solving portions of the problem

rvill eventually lead to a solution to the oveLall problem. Thele is no dilect co¡rtmunication

between the individual knowledge sources. They communicate through the blackboaLd.
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Thei¡ activities on the blackboard a¡e oveLseen by the control component. The control

component can be described as having two parts: the control procedure and the control

data. The control plocedu¡e takes action in determining rvhich knorvledge source(s) ale

most appropriate for execution and opportunistically activates them to make their

contributions. The control procedure's decisions regatding the selection of knorvledge

source(s) fo¡ execution is based on infotmation kept in the control data, This infoLmation

may be in the form of an agenda which is updated constantly to reflect cullent blackboald

status and pending knowledge soulces to be executed. TheLe may also be domain-specific

heuristics kept in the control data which are useful in the problem solving process.

Centr.alizing the control into one component of the system ensules that the coordinated

efforts of the knowledge sources are being directed torvards the desired solution.

Having individual and independent knowledge sources implies a potential for parallel

execution of knowledge soutces as long as there is sufficient information on the blackboard

for each knowledge source to successfully perform its work. In some cases, more than one

knorvledge source can woLk in parallel on solving different paLts of the problem. At othe¡

times, a knowledge source nust wait for the availability of specific information on the

blackboard befo¡e it is Leady to make its contributions. The required information may be the

results produced by another knowledge source. This implies that some knoivledge sources

execute in serial order,

The information contributed to the blackboa¡d by various knorvledge sources can usually

be a anged into a hierarchy. That is, solutions may be made to lorver level subproblems,

and these lower level solutions can be used in deriving solutions to subproblems at a higher

level of abstraction. For example, in the HEARSAY-II Speech Understanding System

[Erman et al., 1980], syllables are interpreted by one knorvledge source at the syllabic level

and are gLouped together by another knowledge source at the lexical level to folm words
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wliich are in turn used by a phrasal level knorvledge soulce fot interpleration as phrases.

"Generally, a knorvledge source uses information on one level as its input and pLoduces

output information on another level." [Nii, 1986a].

Conside¡ an ar¡angement of the blackboard into levels of abstraction rvhele data produced

at the diffe¡ent levels form an hierarchy, The hierarchy has raw input data at the lowest

level and through gradual refinement up the hierarchy, one or more solutions to the

problem are produced at the top of the hierarchy (see FiguLe 3.1). The knorvledge sources

operate betrveen data abstraction levels and are responsible for refining data fiom one level

and producing data for a higher level. This blackboa¡d a¡chitecture has a number of

advantages. The notion of having knowledge soutces which independently solve parts of

the enti¡e problem at various levels of abstraction lends ivell to modula¡ design. The entite

problem and the knowledge to solve the problem is divided into subproblems which can be

packaged into knowledge sources. Each knowledge source is in essence a self'contained

module, having the knowledge it requires for doing its job. The fact that the knowledge

sources are independent of one another allows for incremental system development

between multiple system builders, The enti¡e problem can be broken down into smaller

subproblems and knowledge soutces can be built to solve each subproblem; analogous to

modular program design. In addition to being advantageous in reducing the complexity of

the design, this divide-and-conquer approach is also effective in constlaining the amount of

search required in problems which have large problem spaces. The modular sttucturing

also makes the system knowledge easier to naintain.

3.3 The Feltilizer Advisor Blackboard

The organizational structure of FA follorvs a blackboa¡d model as depicted in Figure 3.2.

The specialists (another name fo¡ knoivledge sources) in FA a¡e procedures and functions

(or nested procedures and/or functions) each designed to solve a subpLoblem in the
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Figure 3,1: Blackboard Architecture. Adapted from [Nii, 1986a]

domain. The controller in FA is the program mainline rvhich conlains the agenda of

specialists to call, A data structure called SITUATION is used to replesent the blackboard

(see Figure 3.3). Specialists take information fLom this blackboard and also make

contributions to it. The information about different application methods is stored in an array

of METHOD structures (see Figure 3.4). Likervise, the information about different

fertilizer compounds is stored in an arlay of FERTILIZER stluctures (see Figure 3.5).

Info¡mation regarding the client's field being fertilized is sto¡ed in a CLIENT_DATA

str.uctufe (see Figure 3.6). Nitrogen yield tables âIe stored as columns of a numeric matrix

and phosphorus, potassium, and sulphur recommendation tables a¡e stored in nuneric

aLLays. The FERTILIZER, METHOD, and CLIENT-DATA, YIELD-TABLE,
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Blackboard

Figure 3.2: The Blackboa¡d Architectu¡e used in the Fertilizer Advisor. This shows one- instance rvhete the PS specialist is called upon to integrate the phosphorus
and sulphur recommendations. There may be situations under which the
requireñrents of the potassium must be given priority. In such a case, .a PK
spêcialist or a SK specialist will be executed depending on the priolity
bètween the phosphorus and the sulphur requirements'



struct sttuArroN {
struct CLIENT-DATA client;
struct FERTTLTZER ferts I MAX-FERT]LTZERS I t
struct METHOD methods IN-METHODS ]t
int num_solns;
struct SOLÚTION solns II'1ÀX-NUM-SOLNS j t /* Cost Curves */
int * sorted-solns i
int. nuln_s r_n i
int sorted_sr I MAX_N-FERTTLT ZERS ] ; /* sorted sR only */
int num_nonsr_n i
int *soibed-nõn-sr; /* sorted Non-SR for each increment */

struct K_RECOMMEND k-rec []'l¡\X-K I i
int pEs-sÍze; - /i size of PKS-RECoMMEND list */
struct PKS-RECOMMEND *Pks-l ist;
struct NPKS_RECOMMEND npks-rec I]'IAX-NUM-INCR + 1lt
char *cliãnt-expl; /i pxplanatiõn of client's situation *,/

StTUCt N-RECOMMEND
Struct P-RECOMMEND
struct S RECOI'IMEND

n_rec [ ]4Àx_N I i
p_rec I MAX_P ] i
s_rec [ ],lÄx_s I i

Figure 3,3: SITUATION structure

#define t'lETHoD_NAl4ES r zE 30
struct MEf¡tloD I /* application methods */

int id; - /* method id */
char name IMETHoD_NAMESI zE ] t
double costi
double efficiencY;
struct FERT-FORMS forms;

/* name of the method t'l
/* application cost per ha */
/* h,,r,t. spring broadcast */
/* applicable forms of ferL */

Figure 3.4: The METHOD stlucture for storing data about one application method.

P-RESPONSE, K-RESPONSE, and S-RESPONSE structures are all storage areas fo¡

input data, There a¡e specialists which display applopliate input scleens to request values

for some data fields in each of these structules, Other data fields in the stluctule ale aleas

for sharing information between specialists.

3,3.1 Rule Base Processing Specialist

The rule base processing described in the previous chapter is the responsibility assigned to

the toxicity specialist, The crop field conditions, as described by the data stored in



struct FER!-FORMS {/" forms of fertiLizer availabl-e */
BOOI,EAN gas; /* avaÍlable in gas form? */
BoOLEAN fiquiai /* available in liquid form? */
BOOLEAN gránular¡ /* available in granul'ar form? */

);

#define FERT-NÀMES] ZE 20

struct FERTfLtzER {/* Information about a Í.etLllizer */
int id; /* fergi-Lizer íd */
char name IFERT-NAME s'f.zg! i /* a name for the fertilizer */
double s3rice3ãr-kg; /* price per kilogram */
double slriceler-tón; /* price per 1000 kilo's */
double slrice3er-kg-of-n; / * price of a kg of nitro * /
double flrice3er-kg; - /* PrÍce per kilogram */
double flrice3er-tón¡ /* price per 1000 kilo' s */
double f3rice3er-kg-of-n; /* price of a kg ôf nitro */
double nltro; /* nitrogen conÈent */
double phos; /* phosphorus content */
double sulf; /* sulfur content */
double poÈasi /* potassium content */
struct ÈnRt-noruts forms; /* forms available */
double bandãd-toxicity, /* maxi¡num kglha of N which can */- /* safety be âpplied with the seed */

);

Figure 3.5: The FERTILIZER structure for storing data about one feltilizer compound.

struct CLIENT-DATA {/* Client's farm information */
int client_id;
int f ield_id;
int s it_id;

/* client id */
/* field id */
/* situation id */

char cl ient_name f CLIENT-NA.IIESI zE I t
char f ield_name I FrELD_NAMESI zE ] ;
char sit_nameIsrT_NÀMEsrzE]t
char legal_desc ILEGÀl_DEscsr zE ) ;
int moist-condj - /* field moisture condition */
int yldtble-choice; 7i' yield table to use */
ínt texturet /* soiL texture */
int ph, /rr PH level of the soil */
int èoil-n-level; /* level of nitrate in soiL */
int soil]lleveÌ¡ /* level of phosphate in soil */
int soit]k-1eve1; /* level of potassium in soil */
int soil-s-level¡ /* level of sulphur in soil */
int seed-impl; /* seeding ì.mplement */
int seed-imþ1-qual; /* a qualification of seed. imp. */
int crop-grõwni /* the crop to be grorrn */
double croþlrice; /'* pqtential sale price of crop */
BOOLEÀN âdjultments-made t /* adjs made to the fert data? */

I¡

Figure 3.6: The CLIENT-DATA structure for storing data about a client's field.
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CLIENT_DATA, can have an effect on the toxicity behaviour of the fertilizeLs being

analyzed; the FERTILIZER data must be customized to reflect this difference in l¡ehaviour.

The toxicity specialist has the knorvledge about fer tilize¡ toxicity behaviours expressed as a

set of ¡ules. Upon data being entered into the CLIENT-DATA, this specialist applies the

rules in its rule base against the data and modifies the toxicities in the FERTILIZER

accordingly. A rule has a premise and an action colresponding to the IF clause and the

THEN clause of a rule like that shorvn in FiguLe 2.8. The Lule base pLocessing is

performed in a fo¡ward chaining fashion by cycling through the toxicity adjustment rules to

check if any of the rule have its pr.emise(s) match the information in the GLIENT*DATA. If

so, that rule is fired. Firing a ¡ule will result in the rule action being pelfoLmed. In this

case, the action is the adjustment of one o¡ more fertilizeLs' toxicity limit values. The rule

base processing stops when no more ¡ules can be filed.

3.3.2 Single Nutrient Recommendation Specialists

To generate the optimum ¡ecommendation for the given infolmation, the filst specialists to

be executed are the single nutrient specialists. Based on the information given in the input

data, each single nutrient specialist produces a list of alternative single nutrient

recommendations. Generally, to ensure that the crop is properly fertilized, specific

concentrations of each nutrient must be made available in the soil to the c¡'op, There are

tables distributed by the Manitoba Soil Testing Laboratory which Lecommend, for any

single nutrient, the appropriate amount of that nutlient to add based on the level of that

nutrient cu ently present in the soil. These tables have been compiled by expeLts and are

based on research and statistical anâlysis of historic data. Note that each single nutrient

recommendation is given based on the assumption that either there are satisfactoly levels of

the other nutrients already in the soil or the concentrations of the othel nutlients will be

bLought to the appropriate levels. Thus each specialist focuses on the nutrient it is

responsible for and does not have to conceln itself with the lequirements of the othel
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nutrients. Basically, a single nutrient specialist is given the level of the nuttient ptesently in

the soil (results from a soil test analysis) and pelforms a table look up for the lecommended

amount of nutrient to apply. The relevant tables are statically stored in memoly and are part

of a specialist,s knowledge about the particular nutrient. Each table simply indicates the rate

of the nutrient to apply and does not indicate rvhat fe¡tilizers to apply and how to apply the

fertilizers to achieve the recommended levels. Each specialist extends the function of these

tables by pr.oposing a list of altelnative means for achieving the lecommended late of

nutrient application. Each entry in the list is a valid fertilization plan composed of a feltilizer

source along with the rate, method, timing, and cost of application for achieving the

recommended nutrient supplY.

Generally, to delive each entiy, a feúílizer source, and the method and timing of application

must be chosen, The compatibility between a fertilizeL soutce and its method of application

is constrained by the form in which the fe¡tilizer is available. For example, feltilizers in the

gas form can not be broadcasted. Combinations which are incompatible in telms of

fe¡tilizer form are disca¡ded. For each form-compatible recommendation, the rate and cost

of application (including feLtilizeL product cost and cost of application) is calculated. The

recommendations are listed in ascending older by cost. This is the basic process in

generating the lists of single nutrient ¡ecommendations. Other nutLient specific constraints

may apply and are discussed belorv.

3,3,2,L Nitlogen-Only Specialists

Recall from chapter three that nitrogen requirement is handled differently depending on the

crop type. The gLid-type crops each have recommendation tables rvhich indicate the

appropr.iate level of nitrogen to apply given the level tested to be cunently in the soil, As for

crops which have corresponding yield tables descLibing their yield potential relative to the

level of nitrogen supplied to the soil, we can perform a more in-depth analysis of the
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economic feasibility of various recommendations. There are trvo nitrogen specialists

implemented in FA, each managing a diffe¡ent type of recommendation, Basically, the yield

curve type nitlogen specialist handles the crops rvhich thele is a corresponding expected

crop yield fol a paLticulal amount of nitrogen applied. The grid type nittogen specialist

handles the crops for rvhich there is no way to predict the yield potential. The controller

activates the appropriate one depending on the type of crop being grown by the client as

indicated by the crop-grown data field in CLIENT-DATA, The processes for making these

two types of recommendations have been described in the previous chapter. Both

specialists begin by generating a list of all valid combinations of method/fettilizer pairs and

their corresponding cost curues. The procedure for generating the cost curues ensures that

the local constraint of not exceeding individual seed rorv fe¡tilizer toxicity limits and the

global constlaint of not applying more than 195 kg/ha of fertilize¡ product in the seed rorv

are not violated. The list is stored in an array of SOLUTION structures (see Figute 3.7)

within SITUATION. Each SOLUTION structure in the array represents the fertilize(s) and

method(s) components of a fertilization plan. The partial field is set to TRUE if the solution

being represented is partial; it is set to FAISE for complete solutions. The cost array rvithin

a SOLUTION structure contains the costs for achieving each 5 kg/ha increment of nitrogen

supply using that solution. The next step is to sort the solutions in ascending order by cost

for each increment of nitrogen supply, The sorting can not be performed on the artay of

SOLUTION structures because each SOLUTION has its own cost array embedded within

the structure. Instead, we want to create matrix whe¡e each column represents a particular

increment of nitrogen supply (1.e., the filst column represents supplying 5kg/ha of

nitrogen, the second column represents supplying 1Okg/ha of nitrogen and so on). Each

row in the column is a solution for achieving the represented nitrogen supply. In a given

nitlogen supply column, the rows of solutions are sorted according to cost in ascending

orde¡. To consgrve memory usage, this matrix is coded as an integer matrix where the

value I stored at position (R,C) in the matrix represents that the Rth lowest costing solution
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struct SOLUTION {
BooLEAN partial i
int meth_id1i
int fer!_id1i
int meth-id2 ¡
int fert_id2;
int start_of_comp2 i

double cost {¡4AX_NUM_INCR I ;

);

/*Sôluti,on pârtial or comptete? * /
/*Method id of lst component*/
/*Fertilizer id of 1st component*/
/*Method id of 2nd component*/
/*Fertilizer id of 2nd component*/
/*Sub-scrip! of start of 2nd* /
/*component if partial solutiont'/
/*Array of costs for applyi.ng*/
/*each 5 kglha increment of N*/

Figure 3,7: The SOLUTION structure. In FA, there is an atray of this structure each
representing a unique nitrogen fertilizer/method combination.

for achieving ((C+1)*5) kg/ha of nitrogen supply is the fertilize(s) and method(s) given in

the Ith slement of the SOLUTION structures alrayl. Fuithermore, the Cth element of the

cost array in that lth SOLUTION structure contains the cost of performing the feLtilization.

This matrix is sto¡ed in the block of memory pointed to by the *sorted-solns pointer field

in SITUATION.

The processing steps leading up to the generation of the the SOLUTiON list are common to

both specialists, although only one specialist will be activated depending on the type of

crop being glown, The SOLUTION list is the only essential nitLogen-only contribution

which will be subsequently used by the NPKS ¡ecommendation specialist for the

production of the final overall recommendations. However, the currently active nitrogen

specialist contínues on to generate nitrogen-only recommendations. The processing for

each nitrogen specialist is as follows. The yield curve type nitrogen specialist must form a

recommendations list consisting of the fertilization plan with the best net return at each

increment of nitrogen supply. Recall that nel rcturn = revenue generated from crop yield -

fertilization cost.The revenue generated is constant for a given nitrogen supply' This

lNote that in the C language, the first element of an array has the subscript zero. Tbus to represent lhat the

first column supplies 5 kg,4ra of nitrogen, rve must add one to the subscript before multiplying by five.
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/* This N_RECoMI'IEND structure is used to hold reconnendations for both
yietd curve-Èype recommendations and grid-type recoÍmendations . The
structure contains fields which are used in either or both types of
recommendations , The fields are grouped together according to whether
they are used in both types of recommendations or just specific t
one type of reconr¡nendation ' */

struct N_RECOM¡'IEND {
/* the flllorving fields are commonLy used by both type of recs, */

int meth_id1i /* method id of 1st component */
int fert_idlt /* tertLl-ízer id of 1st component *,/
double fert-amtl; ,/* amount of 1st component fert to apply*/
int meth_id2 t /,+ method id of 2nd component */
int fert id2; /* fertilizer id of 2nd component */
doubte ferg_ant2 i /* anount of 2nd component fert, to apply*/
double total_cosÈ; /* total cost of this solution */

/* The following fietds are used by yield curve type recs only, */
int n_level i /* current nitrogen level */
int yield; /* current yietd (kglha) */
double gross; /* gross ret,urn */
strucÈ SoLUTToN *solnjtr; /* Point.er to the soLution */

/* which has the lowest cost at the */
/* current n_level. */

/* The foltowing fields are used by grid type recs onLy. *,/
char *explain; /* The reason we picked this combination*/

);

Figure 3,8: The N_RECOMMEND structure.

implies that at any given nitrogen supply, the net return and the fertilization cost a¡e

inversely relâted. It follows that the cheapest fe¡tilization plan is also the plan which will

achieve the best net return at thât nitrogen supply. Thus, the yield curve type specialist

simply takes the first fe¡tilization plan (1.e,, the cheapest costing plan or the best retu¡n)

represented by the first row of the list pointed to by *sorted-soln to fo¡m the required list

and identifies the nitrogen supply which gives the overall optimum net return. The grid type

nitrogen specialist dete¡mines the amount ofnitrogen to supply based on the Manitoba Soil

Testing Laboratory Nitrogen Recommendation Tables and takes fiom the mat¡ix pointed to

by *sorted_soln the column representing the list of alternative fe¡tilization plans for

achieving the ¡ecommended inc¡ement of nitrogen supply. The list of alternative nitrogen

only recommendations (regardless of type) is sto¡ed in the arrây of N-RECOMMEND

structures (see Figure 3.8) within SITUATION. A summary of the processing for

generating the two types of nitrogen-only recommendations is described in Figute 3.9.
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Fo¡m all valid fe¡tilize¡ sou¡ce and application method combination

Fo¡ each combination, generate the cost curves for applying each 5kg/ha inc¡ement of N

Sort the solutions for each increment of nitrogen by cost

For yield type recommendations, display the top solution fo¡ each increment of nitrogen
nitrogen level

For grid lype recommendations, determine the recommended level of nitrogen-to apply as

sugiesteá'Uy tables from the Manitoba Soil Testing Laboratory, and display the top
soiution fo¡ the recommended nitrogen level

Figure 3.9: Generating N-only recommendations

3,3.2,2 Phospholus.Only S p ecia list

Phosphorus-only recommendations are de¡ived in the same way as the grid type nitrogen-

only recommendations, The Manitoba Soil Testing Laboratory provides phosphorus

¡econrmendation tables fo¡ a large variety of crops grown in Manitoba. The soil phosphate

content as determined fiom a soil test analysis is used to look up the appropriate level of

phosphorus to âpply. The phosphorus-only specialist builds a list of alternative fertilization

plans where each plan meets this phosphorus requírement, These fertilization plans all meet

the local and global constraints imposed. For example, the form in which the suggested

fertilizer compound is available must be applicable using the corresponding recommended

application merhod in each fertilization plan. The total amount of fe¡tilizer product to apply

in the seed row to meet the phosphorus requirement must not exceed 195 kg/ha, These are

global constraints which the phosphorus-only specialist must confo¡m to when generating

its ¡ecommendations. There are two local constraints for the phosphorus-only specialist.

Phosphorus should not be broadcasted since the amount of b¡oadcast phosphorus used

during the first number of years has to be increased two or fourfold to equal yield inc¡eases

fiom placement near the seed. Therefore, b¡oadcast application of phosphorus nray be

uneconomical on many soils. Also, the amount of nitlate nitrogen given off as a by-product

of the phosphorus fertilizer must not exceed 45 kglha when applied in the seed rorv. The
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struct P_RECOMMEND {
int meth_idt /* rd of the method being used r'l
int fert_íd¡ /* fd of the fertilizer being used */
double fer!_amount; /* Amount of ferÈílizer to apply 'rl
double n_arnõunt; /* Amount of N by-product produced *,/
double tõtal-cost; /* The cost of applying the P */
char *explain; /* Reason we picked this combination */
BOOLEAN keepit; /* Indicâtes if we should keep this */

/* coÍìbination or forget it due to */
,/* violation of toxicity constraints '.,/

I¡

Figure 3.10: The P_RECOMMEND structure.

Determine the ¡ecommended level of phosphorus to apply using phosphorus
recommendation tables f¡om the Manitoba Soil Testing Laboratory

Fo¡m all valid phosphorus fertilizer source and application method combinations

For each combínation, detetmine ths âmount of fertilizer to apply to achieve t

recommended phosphorus level and determine the cost of fertilization

Display all phosphorus recommendations in ascendíng order sorted by cost

Figule 3.11: Generating P-only recommendations.

recommendations produced by the phosphorus'only specialist are stored in the array of

P_RECOMMEND structures (see Figure 3,10) within SITUATION. Also, a summary of

the phosphorus recommendations genelation process is described in Figute 3.11.

3,3.2.3 Potassiunr-Only Specialist and Sulphur-Only Specialist

Potassium-only ¡ecommendations and sulphur-only recommendations follows the same

procedure as the building of the phosphorus-only recommendations. The Manitoba Soil

Testing Laboratory has tables which give recommendations fo¡ these two nutrients based

on their concentration in the soil as indicated by a soil test analysis. These specialists must

enforce the same global constraints as the phosphorus-only specialist in building its

fertilization plans. It is the local constraints which differ. For potassium, if a fertilization
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plan recommends using a b¡oadcast application method, then the suggested ¡ate of feLtilizer

to apply must be twice as much as that if using a non'b¡oadcast application method to meet

the Same potassium requirement, For sulphur, special constraints are in effect for its use in

elemental fo¡m. It is inefficient to apply elemental sulphur because it is not in a fo¡m which

is immediately available to plants. This ¡esults in twice the rate of application for applying

elemental sulphur to meet the required sulphur level. The recommendations produced by

the potassium-only and sulphur-only specialists a¡e stored in the array of

K_RECOMMEND structures (see Figure 3.72) and the array of S-RECOMMEND

st¡uctures (see Figure 3.14) respectively within SITUATION. Summa¡ies for the

generation of potassium-only and sulphur-only recommendations are desc¡ibed in Figures

3.13 and 3.15 respectively.

Figure 3,12: The K_RECOMMEND st¡ucture.

Determine the recommended level of potassium to apply using potassium ¡ecommendation
tables from the Manitoba Soil Testing Laboratory

Form all valid potassium fertilizer source and application method combinations

For each combination, determine the amount of fe¡tilize¡ to apply to achieve the

recommended potassium level and detsrmins the cost of fe¡tilization

Display all potassium recommendations in ascending order sorled by cost

Figure 3.13: Generating K-only recommendations.

struct K_RECOMMEND {
int - meth-id; /* Id of the method being used */ 

-int fert-idt /* Id of the fertilizer being used.*/
double fert-amount¡ /* Amount of fertilizer to âpply */
double tota-I cost; /* The cost of applying Èhe K */
char *explãini /* Reason we picked this coÍdoination */
BooLEAN keeþit; /* rndicates if we should keep this */

/* èombination or forget it due to *,/
/* violation of toxicity constraints */

)¡
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struct S_RECoMMEND (
int meth-idr /* !.d of the method being used */.
int fert-id; /* Íd ot the fertilizer being used.*/
double fertlamount; /* ¡fiount of fertilizer to aPply */
double n-anõunt i /* Aflount of N by-product produced */
double tõtal-cost; /* The cost of applying the S */
char *exp]ãin¡ /* Reason we picked this conìbination */
BooLEAN keeþit; /* rndicates if we should keep this */

/* òombination or forget it due to */
/* violation of toxicity constraints */

);

Figure 3,14: The S-RECOMMEND structure.

Determine the recommended level of sulphur to apply using sulphur recommendation I

from the Manitoba Soil Testing Laboratory

Form all valid sulphur fertilizer source and application method combinations

For each combination, determine the amount of fertilize¡ to apply to achieve t

recommended sulphur level and determine the cost of fertilization

Display all sulphur recommendations in ascending order sorted by cost

Figure 3.15: Generating S-only recommendations.

3,3.3 NPKS Solution Method

After fhe single nutrient specialists have made their recommendations to the blackboard, the

specialists at higher levels of abstraction can begin to integrate these single nutLient

recommendations togethel to form NPKS recommendations for fulfilling all four nutrient

requirements, The organization of the highel level specialists is influenced by the problem

solution method. Recall that the cent¡al objective of the feltilizel problem is to find the

economic optimum ferrilization plan, In order to retain the yield potential characteristic of

each fertilization plan for the purpose of comparing the economic consequerlces, it is bes! to

take a nitrogen-only recommendation, íntegrate the phosphorus-only, potassium'only, and

sulphur-only recommendations into it and then resolve any conflicts between the

components with the goal of maintaining the rate of nitrogsn application pioposed by the
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original nitrogen-only recommendation. Note that although the rate of nitrogen application

does not change in the resulting NPKS ¡ecommendation, the cost of application will change

due to additional fe¡tilizers being added to the fertilization plan. This rvill alte¡ the economic

¡eturn of the fertilization plan and may make it more or less attractive ¡elative to othe¡

fertilization plans. Thus we must construct all possible alternative plans which offe¡ the

same level of nitrogen supply to find the one with the best net return, A brute-force

approach would be to fi¡st build all NPKS recommendations by taking all combinations of

the nitrogen-only, phosphorus-only, potâssium-only, and sulphur-only recommendations,

and then comparing thei¡ relative returns on fertilizer investment, The problem with this

approach is that there are too many combinations to generate-and-test. For exanple,

consider the situation where there are five phosphorus-only recommend ations, five

potassium-only recommendations, five sulphur-only recommendations and five alternative

nitrogen-only solutions for achieving each 5 kglha increments of nitrogen supply betrveen 5

kglha and 130 kglha of nitrogen supply inclusive. Then there can potentially be 625 NPKS

recommendations to generate-and-test to find the optimum fertilization plan at each 5 kg/ha

increment of nitrogen supply and 26 inc¡ements to compare to find the overall best

fertilization plan. That is a total of.1,6,250 NPKS recommendations to generate-and-test ! A

large number of these solutions are invalid solutions which break one or more constlaints

in the problem. Like the solution method in the nitrogen-only problem, we need to rely on

constraints in the problem to direct the sea¡ch through only the NPKS ¡ecommendations

which have a high potential of being the optimum fertilization plan Again, to manage the

complex set of constraints that must be considered, the NPKS combination problem is

broken down into abstracted levels of smaller problems where only a subset of the

constraints have to be considered in each subproblem. Each subproblem will yield

intermediate solutions that can eventually be integrated into the final solution to the fertilizer

problem.
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3.3,4 Trvo-Nutrients Specialists and PI{S Specialist

The first task to perform after the generation of single nutrient ¡ecommendations ís to

combine the phosphorus-only, polassium-only, and sulphur-only (PKS)

recommendations. These nutrient recommendations are combined first before attending to

nitrogen for two reasons. 1) The fertilizers supplying these nutrients may conttibute small

amounts of nitrogen. Thei¡ total nitrogen contribution can be accounted for at once by

integrating these single nutrient recommendations.2) The number of resulting PKS

combinations will be small. This is because the requirement for each of these nutrient is a

single target nutrient level (in contrast to nitrogen where any target nitrogen level may be

selected along a yield curve), thus the number of recommendations to considsr for any one

nr.ltrient is the same as the number of valid fertilize¡ source and application method

combination that can be used to apply that nutrient. The task of combiníng the PKS

recommendations with the nitrogen-only recommendations at a later stage will be simplified

if the number of PKS recommendations is reduced, The PKS ¡ecommendations are

generated in two stages.

The first stage is to combine two of the three nutrients. That is, form phosphorus and

sulphur (PS) recommendations, or phosphorus and potassium (PK) recommendations o¡

sulphur and potassium (SK) recommendations. There is a corresponding specialist for

handling each of these two-nutrients recommendations, The type of two-nutrients

recommendations to form is determined by the crop being fertilized. Each crop has different

priorities in terms of the nutrient requirements in the seed row. For example, it is more

important to apply phosphorus and potassium in the seed row than sulphur and nitrogen for

corn. The¡efo¡e, the PK recommendations should be fo¡med first. The appropriate

specialist is called upon opportunistically by the controlle¡ to combine the two most

important PKS nut¡ients first befo¡e adding the least important nutrient. The paragraphs

below will discuss the processing performed by first calling the PS specialist and then
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completing the PKS ¡ecommendations by calling the PKS specialist to combine the PS

recommendations with the potassium-only recommend ations. The processing will be

simila¡ for other priorities of combining the PKS nutrients, Fo¡ the various priorities, the

only difference rvill be that potassium fertilizers do not contribute any nitrogen, thus the

total PKS nitrogen contributions rvill be accounted for at diffe¡ent stages of the PKS

processing, The appropriate specialists will handle this difference accordingly.

The responsibility of the PS specialist is to solve the subproblem of integrating the

phosphorus and sulphur recommendations together to generate a list of all valid

phosphorus-and-sulphur-only ¡ecommendations. The strategy is to check all combinations

of phosphorus-only and sulphur-only recommendations for their validity. A valid PS

recommendation must meet a number of constraints governing the combination of these

f.ertilizer compounds. PS combinations which violate one or more of these constraints are

disca¡ded. Generally, these are global constraints which are applicable to any combination

of fertilizer compounds. The fi¡st constraint is one that is a heuristic Iearned f¡om

experience in the field by our expert. It has been noted that farmers generally do not like to

use more than one o¡ tv/o types of fe¡tilizer application methods for convenience. Thus

other than applying fertilize¡ while seeding, the farmer is not likely to perform mo¡e than

one additional fertilize¡ application operation. For example, it is inconvenient to first

incorporate some fertilize¡ into the soil before seeding, then plant the seeds (with or without

any seed placed fertilizers) and later broadcast more fe¡tilizer over the soil. Thus, PS

combinations which suggest more than one non-seed row application method are not

considered. A¡other constraint is that with average fe¡tilization equipment, it is not possible

to seed place or band fertilizers which are of different forms. The average equipment

simply can not be used to apply more than one form of fertilizer compounds. Besides these

crop management types of constraints, there are two soil science types of constraints which

have been applied earlier in the generation of single nutrient recommendalions and now
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ca¡ry over into multiple nutrient recomme¡rdations. The first is the seed rorv nitrogen

toxicity constraint of a fertilizer compound. Phosphorus and sulphur fe¡tilize¡ compounds

contribute a small percentage of nitrogen besides their major nutrient. As it tu¡ns out, rvhen

the¡e is mo¡e than one source of nitrogen as in a phospho¡us and sulphur combination, the

upper limit on the amount of nitrogen rvhich can be supplied through fertilization is 45

kg/ha of nitrogen or 20 kglha of nitrogen in the urea fo¡m. The last constraint on the PS

¡ecommendations is that no more than 195 kg /ha of total fertilizer product can be applied in

a seed row application. That is, if a PS ¡ecommendation suggests seed row application for

both the phosphorus and sulphur fertilizer compounds, then those combinations rvltich use

more than 195 kglha of total fe¡tilizer product to achieve the required nutrient levels are

discarded.

The list of PS ¡ecommendations which pass the above constraint tests are stored in the

array of PKS_RECOMMEND structures (see Figure 3.16) pointed to by *pks-list on the

SITUATION blackboard. The potassium (i.e,, the K_RECOMMEND) component of the

PKS_RECOMMEND will be completed by the specialist to be described in the next

section. The above constraint tests will be applied again when other nutrient

recommendations are integrated into the PS recommendations. The results of the tests at

this stage are summa¡ized and stored with each recommendalion to simplify the same

constraint tests to be applied later. The number and types of application methods used, the

amount of nitrogen supplied in the seed row, the total amount of fertilizer product applied

in the seed row, and the total cost of PS fertilization are summary information about a

recommendation which will be useful when integrating other single nutrient

recommendations rvith the PS ¡ecommendation,

In Manitoba, most soils are deficient in phosphorus. The¡efore phosphorus fertilizer

application will be required to give improved yield responses, However, a satisfactory level
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struct Pt(s_REcoMMEND {/'. À PKs fertiLization plan */
struct P_RECOMMEND *p_solnjtri /* Pointer to P component */
struct K_RECoM¡'IEND *k_so1n__ptri /* Pointer to K component */
st.ruct S_RECo¡í}ÍEND *s_solnjtr; /* Pointer to S component */
double ps_sr_n_amount i /* Total N supplied to */

/t the seed ro\., by PKS */
double pks_sr_fert_anount i /* Tota] ferÈ product */

/* in the seed row */
);

Figule 3.16: The PKS_RECOMMEND structure.

of sulphur is present in most soils and these soils will not require sulphur fertilizer

application. Sulphur-only recommendations are, therefore, not needed. In this case, the PS

recommendations list is simply a ca¡bon copy of the phosphorus-only recommendations.

The second stage of generating the PKS ¡ecommendations is to add to the potassium to the

PS recommendations. The subproblem of integlating the potassium-only recommenclations

into the PS ¡ecommendations is solved by the PKS specialist. The basic solution method is

straightforward; build all valid combinations of potassium-only and phosphorus-and-

sulphur-only recommendations. The const¡aint checks to dete¡mine the validity of a PKS

combination are the same as those applied by the PS specialist. A PKS recommendation

inherits the information from a PS recommendation (i.e., a PKS_RECOMMEND structure)

and the PKS specialist comple[es the potassium component of lhe PKS_RECOMMEND

structure. Some information may have to be modified to reflect the effects of adding the

potassium ¡ecommendations.

Based on the crop being fertilized, determine which two of the PKS nutrients should be
given priority for application in the seed row. For this example, let the PS uutrients be
given seed row application priority

Fo¡m all valid PS combinations

Combine each PS combination with each compatible potassium-only ¡ecommendation to
form a list of valid PKS recommendations

Figure 3,17: Generating PKS recommendations.
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Because potassium fe¡tilizer compounds do not contain any nitrogen, the amount of

nitrogen supplied by a PKS recommendation and the effect on the toxicity co¡lstraint ill the

seed row does not change as a result of adding potassium to the base PS recommendation.

The summary information that needs to be updated are the total cost of fertilization and totaL

fertilize¡ producr applied in the seed row (if the potassium fe¡tilizer is seed placed). The

resulting list of valid PKS ¡ecommendâtions is stored in the array of PKS_RECOMMEND

structures pointed to by the *pks_list on the SITUATION blackboard. The array of PS

recommendations formerly pointed to by the *pks_list is disposed of and the *pks-list is

set to point at the newly completed array of PKS recommendations. Like sulphur,

potassium may not be required in some fields. In this case, the PKS recommendations are

simply the PS recommendations. Since each PS ¡ecommendation may be combined with

zero or more potassium-only recommendations, the size of the PI(S recommendations

array pointed to by *pks_list may be greater than or equal to the size of the original PS

¡ecommendations array pointed to by *pks_list, A summary of the generation of the PKS

¡ecommendations is desc¡ibed in Figure 3.17.

3.3,5 Yield Curve Ty¡re NPKS Specialist

The specialist which is responsible for producing the list of the final NPKS

recommendations (including the optimum NPKS fe¡tilization plan) is the NPKS specialist.

Since an NPKS ¡ecommendation will have a nitrogen component, the amount of nitrogen

supplied can be used to determine the associated net return based on the nitrogen-to-yield

relationship desc¡ibed in the previous chapter. The NPKS recommendations can now be

compared in terms of their economic benefits. The NPKS recommendations are const¡ucted

by integrating the PKS recommendations into the nitrogen-only cost curves. Consider the

simple approach of generating all combinations of nitrogen-only solutions with PKS

recommendations. Nots that each PKS recommendation supplies some amount of nitrogen,
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The additional nitrogen will increase the resulting nitrogen supply when a PKS

recommendation is combined rvith a nitrogen-only recommendation. For example, given

that a PKS ¡ecommendation supplies 10 kg/ha of nitrogen, combining it with a nitrogen-

only recommendation which supplies 30 kg/ha of nitrogen rvill inc¡ease the nitrogen supply

to 40 kg/ha. The resulting fertilization plan will have a diffe¡ent yield potential than that

associated with the original nitrogen-only component. Unfo¡tunately, not all PKS

recommendations will contribute the same nitrogen supply. Thus combining the same

nitrogen-only recommendation with a different PKS recommendation which supplies 5

kglha of nitrogen will result in 35 kg/ha of nitrogen supply, and a different potential yield.

The problem with this simple solution method can be illustrated graphically, Working fiom

the nitrogen-only cost cu¡ves, giving a PKS component to each nitrogen fertilization plan

will change its position on the graph because both its cost and its yield potential (revenue)

is affected by the nitrogen f¡om the PKS component. Completely nevr' cost curves are

formed and a search of the entire graph must be repeated to find the best return at each

inc¡ement of nitrogen supply and the overall optimum retu¡n. This graph transformation is

illustrated in Figure 3.18. Also, solving the NPKS problem by simply taking all

combinations of PKS recommendations and nitrogen-only cost curves is inefficient because

the numbe¡ of solutions will increase by a multiple equal to the number of PKS

recommendations, Furthermore, toxicity problems may also be int¡oduced into an NPKS

combination. Consider a partial solution at the higher levels of nitrogen supply. If such a

solution requires the use of a non-seed row application to fulfill the ta¡get level of nitrogen

because the seed ¡ow component has already supplied up to the toxicity limit, and the PKS

component suggests seed rorv application of phosphorus and sulphur, the additional

nitrogen supplied by the PKS combination may break the toxicity constraint and make the

NPKS combination invalid. Discarding such a solution is undesirable because seed row

application of phosphorus is the most efficient method of applying phosphorus, It is

preferable to reduce the amount of nitrogen applied in the seed row to allow the seed-row
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application of phosphorus and sulphur and make up the reduced nitrogen supply using

mo¡e of the non-seed row component of the original nitrogen solution, The simple

approach of combining a PKS ¡ecommendation with a pre-fabricated nitrogen solution does

not allow for this adjustment of the nitrogen seed row component to nitrogen non-seed row

component. Another limitation which may require the same type of adjustment is the total

amount of fertilizer product applied in the seed row. Let us look at a more efficient method

of combining the PKS recommendations rvith the nitrogen solutions, Keep in mind that the

list of global constrâints enfo¡ced during the construction of the PS recommendations and

the PKS recommendations is still applicable in this stage of recommendation.

2'oo - - -\

Nirrogen Solulion
supDlvin¡ 30 kÂ of N/ha

tNote:NPKS2 mav be cheaper thaD NPKSleven though it contributes more N,

Figure 3,18: The effect of combining an N solution with diffe¡ent PKS solutions,
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Instead of building an NPKS fertilization plan and determining its total nitrogen supply as

in the previous appLoach, it is moLe efficient to fix on a target nitrogen supply, determine

the âmount supplied by a PKS ¡ecommendation, and find the lorvest costing nitrogen

fe¡tilization plan to colnplete the nitrogen supply to meet the target. The resulting NPKS

recommendation must not violate any constraints. Since lowest cost is the main constraint,

the sea¡ch for the lowest costing and compatible nitrogen fe¡tilization plan to combine with

a given PKS recommendation can be optimized if the search through nitrogen fe¡tilization

plans is performed in ascending order by cost, The components needed to facilitate this

optimization are two structu¡es. One is the matrix pointed to by *sorted-non-sr in

SITUATION. This mat¡ix is identical to the one pointed to by *sorted-solns in

SITUATION except that the new matrix only contains the solted cost curves fo¡ the non-

seed row applications. That is, the columns in the mat¡ix represent ascending multiples of

nitrogen supply and the rows in a nitrogen supply column represent the va¡ious nitrogen

fertilization plans for achieving the given nitrogen supply in ascending order by cost. It is

necessary to have columns showing the cost order between the application of different

fertilizer compounds because the efficiency of the application method being used may affect

the cost order as more fertilizer is applied (recall the effect of ¡elative efficiencies on

competing cost curves as presented in Figure 2.9). The second structu¡e is an array

representing seed row applications of the various nitrogen fe¡tilizer compounds sorted by

ascending cost of the fertilizers. This array is stored in SITUATION as the sorted-s¡ array.

In contrast to the non-seed row applications, the cost o¡der for the seed row application of

diffe¡ent fertilizer compounds is only affected by the cost of the fe¡tilize¡ compounds and

thus cost order will not change as more fertilizer is applied. The NPKS recommendations

can now be constructed using these two structures and the PKS recommendations.

For each 5 kg/ha multiple of nitrogen supply, FA finds the lowest costing NPKS

combination which will produce the desired nitrogen supply. Given a target nitrogen level,
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FA then completes each PKS recommendation with an apptopriate amount of the cheapest

compatible source of nitrogen to meet the target. There will be at most the same number of

NPKS combinations as there a¡e PKS ¡ecommendations. The cheapest NPKS combination

is also the fe¡tilization plan which rvill give the best net return at that increment of nitrogen

supply. To complete a PKS recommendation, it is necessary to consider both seed row

application of nitrogen fertilizer and non'seed row application of nitrogen. For brevity, a

nitrogen fertilize¡ being placed with the seed in the seed row will be abbreviated as S¡N and

the nitrogen fertilizer being applied using a method other than placing it with the seed ¡ow

will be abbreviated as NonSrN. Although the seed ¡ow application of nitrogen is generally

more economical because there is no application cost incurred, using a NonSrN with a

PKS combination costs less than using a SrN with the same PKS combination. This could

be due to a numl¡e¡ of ¡easons: 1) the NonSrN fe¡tilizer compound has a much lower cost

than the S¡N fertilize¡ compound, 2) the SIN application has reached the seed lov/ toxicity

and must incur a second non-seed row application to complete the nitrogen supply up to the

target amount, and/or 3) the PKS recommendation being completed has abso¡bed the

application cost of the NonSrN because the same non-seed row application method is

already being used to apply one or more components of the PKS combination. Completing

a PKS recommendation with a SrN makes use of the sorted array of seed row applied

nitrogen fe¡tilizer compounds. Given that the PKS may have some fertilizer compounds

already applied in the seed ¡ow, FA looks through the so¡ted alray by ascending cost order

and finds the first nitrogen fertilizer compound that can be applied in the seed row and is

compatible with the other fe¡tilizers (i.e., seed row applied fertilize¡s must be of the same

form). When a compatible SrN fe¡tilizer is found, FA checks if it violates any seed rorv

constraints in combination with the PKS recommendations. Given an NPKS combination

whe¡e the nitrogen component is a applied in the seed row, a check must be performed to

determine if the combined nitrogen toxicity limit and/or the total seed row fertilizer product

limit have been exceeded. If so, the SrN is applied up to the maximum amount allowed
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without violating any constraints and the remaining amount is to be filled out by a NonSrN

up to the target nitrogen supply.

The procedure for selecting the cheapest compatible NonS¡N to finish off what the SrN can

not complete is exactly identical to the procedure for selecting a single NonSrN (also the

cheapest compatible one) to complete a PKS recommendation. Given the desired amount of

nitrogen to supply, FA searches down the column which supplies that nitrogen amount in

the sorted matrix of non-seed row applications of nitrogen fe¡tilizer compounds. The fi¡st

compatible NonSrN is used to complete the PKS combination. A NonSrN is compatible

with the PKS combination if 1) there is no more than one non-seed row application

involved in the resulting NPKS combination, and 2) if a banding method is used, the

fertilizer compounds being banded must be of the same fo¡m. The process of combining

the PKS recommendations with the nitrogen-only solutions is described in Figure 3.19,

The resulting list of NPKS recommendations contains the NPKS fertilization plans for

achieving the highest net return at each 5 kg/ha multiple of nitrogen supply. This

info¡mation is stored in the artay of NPKS-RECOMMEND structures (see Figure 3.20) in

SITUATION. For display purposes, the NPKS ¡ecommendations are so¡ted in descending

order by net return. A sample display of the top three recommendations is shown in Figure

3.21.

Figure 3.1.9: Generating NPKS recommendations.

Form list of altelnative ways for applying nitrogen in the seed rorv (SrN's) sorted by cost

Form list of alternative non-seed row applications of nitrogen (NonSrN's) fo¡ each
increment

Fo¡ each increment of nitrogen supply, find the lowest cost (and compatible) NPKS
combination. This is done by combining each of the PKS recommendations with the

cheapest compatible SrN and with the cheapest compatible_ NonSrN. Search_through all
pairs of PKS+SrN and PKS+NonS¡N combinations to find the cheapest NPKS.
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struct NPKS-RECOMMEND (/* A NPKS fertilization plan */
ínt cirrent_n_l-evet; /* N level reached by this plan */
struct N SoLUTÍOÑ n soln; /* N conponent */
struct P-RECOMMENÞ *þ-so1n3tr; /* Pointer to P component */
struct K-RECOMMEND 'tk solnJ)tr; /* Pointer to K component */
struct S RECOMMEND *s_soLnjtr; /* Pointer to S component */
double gioss-revenue ì /* Gross revenue generated *,/
double lotaÌ-cost; /* cost of Èhis plan */
double neÈ_return i
BCOIEI¡\N valJdi ,/* Does plan violate any constraints? */

)i

Figure 3,20: The NPKS_RECOMMEND structure.

3,3,6 Grid-Type NPKS Specialist

Recall the grid-type nitrogen-only recommendations for some crops where there is no

predictable nitrogen -to -yield relationship. A straight nitrogen application rate is

recommended based on the amount of nitrogen present in the soil. These recommendations

are given by the Manitoba Soil Testing Laboratory Nitrogen Recommendation Tables. To

Recomnendations Summary
Scenario Fertilizer Plan

1 N - 108 kglha Nr 82-0-0 (Anhydrous Anuîonia), spríng Banded
r - 35 kg/ha P2O5, 12-51-0 (Monoarünonium Phos')' seed Placed
K - None Reconìmended
S - None Recommended

Potentia] Yld: 3150 kglha Cost: $87.31 /ha Returnr S385.19 /ha

2 N - 100 kg/ha N, 82-0-0 (Anhydrous ¡\mmonia), Spring Banded
P - 35 kglha P2O5, 12-51-0 (Monoanmonium Phos, ), Seed Placed
K - None Recorrunended
S - None Recommended

Potential Yldr 3125 kglha costr S83.66 /ha Return: S385'09 /ha

3 N - 117 kglha N' 82-0-0 (Anhydrous AÍunonia), Spring Banded

P - 35 kglha P2o5 ' 12-51-0 (Monoañmonium Phos.), Seed Placed
K - None RecoÍr'nended
S - None Recommended

Potential Yldr 3170 kglha Cost: $90.97 /ha Return: $384.53 /ha

<F5>: G ation; <F7>: Options Menu; <ESC>,<Fl0>: Main Menu

Figure 3.21: Example of an NPKS recommend atio¡ls display.
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form grid-type NPKS ¡ecommendations, FA sets the target nitrogen level at the nitrogen

supply level suggested by the tables and complete each PKS recommendation with the best

compatible nitrogen-only solution to meet this target. The solution method to this problem

is identical to the method applied over each 5 kglha inc¡ement of nitrogen supply in the

yield curve-type recommendations. The ¡esult is a list of NPKS recommendations all of

which produce the required nitrogen supply. Since there is no yield predicted for a grid-

type NPKS recommendation, the lowest cost fertilization plan is the optimum

recommendation

3.3.7 Other Specialists in the FA System

Besides the specialists which cont¡ibute to the building of the NPKS combined

recommendations, there are other specialists which offer specialized features to enhance the

expert system. The following is a brief description of the features and the specialists which

implement these features.

3.3,7,1 Explanation Facilities

Explanation is provided for the reasoning applied at decision points thloughout the expelt

system. For example, when a rule is fired resulting in the adjustment of the default

toxicities, explanations are provided to waln the user of the actions taken. Figure 3.22

shows an example of explanations displayed for some toxicity adjustments pelformed. The

Figure 3,22: Example of explanations displayed for toxicity adjustments.

justments made to the tertllizer toxlclty

. Seedbed moisture condition is dry. Therefore, Urea-based fertilizers should not be

applied in the seed row.

. Soil texture is Coarse. Therefore Urea'based fe¡tilizers should not be applied in the

row.

. The seed row toxicity limits for UREA and UAN Liquid have ìreen set to 0.0 because

thev contain Urea, Theðe fe¡tilize¡s will not be considered for seed row application options.
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explanation specialist is responsible for setting up textual or graphical explanations (and

also summaries) to present the information to the user.

3,3,7,2 Corn parison Fa cilitY

In a recommendation system, it is beneficial to have the capability of performing what-if

analysis by adjusting factors in the problem and comparing the impact of the diffelences in

the recommendations, For example, compare the effects of diffe¡ent ctop prices on net

returns to fertilization. The comparison specialist uses two blackboa¡d panels to genelate

recommendations fo¡ different scenarios. Each panel starts with the same set of input

except for the difference in the facto¡s being changed. The blackboard panels have identical

organizations allowing the same recommendation specialists to work independently on the

separate panels. When the recommendations are completed on both panels, the results can

be compared either in a tabular format or graphically as curves. A sample comparison table

for different sale price of Hard Red Spring Wheat under conditions which are othelwise

identical is presented in Figure 3.23,

Figure 3,23: Comparison table showing the effects of diffe¡ent crop sale prices,

Comparison Sùrvnary
Situation l. I Lower wheat Price
situation 2 r Higher wheat Price

N Applied(kglha) ToLaI Cost
N in Soil(kglha) Sitl Sit2 sitl sit2

Return ( 9/ha )

siÈ1 sir2

67 67
75 '.15

83 83
92 92

100 100
108 108
r77 117
!25 r25
133 133
r42 142
150 150

70
'15

80
85
90
95

100
105
110
115
120

$65.36 $6s.36
s69.02 $69.02
s72.68 $72,68
s76.34 $76.34
s80.00 $80,00
s83,66 $83,66
s87.31 $8?,31
$90,97 $90.97
s94,63 $94,63
$98.29 $98.29

$101.95 S101.9s

$36s,89 ç509,64
ç372,13 S519,98
$378.07 S528.32
$381.91 $534 .66
s384,25 Ss39.00
s385,09 S541,34
$385.19* ç542 ,69
$384.53 $s43.03*
s383,12 Ss42.37
$380,96 S540.71
$378.0s $538 , 05

* - Best Net Return for Situation
<F6>r Details for Situation 1i <F7>t Details for Situation 2

I Reþresentationt <ESc>,<Flo>t Return to Main Menu
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3,3.7,3 Trace Facility

The const¡aint-di¡ected search performed in FA by-passes many invalid or less than

optimum fertilization plans, The fertilization plan preferred by a farmer for achieving a

particular target yield may be a plan not ¡ecommended by the system. The trace facility

allows a user to construct a fertilization plan and query the outcome. While the list of

alte¡native recommendations shows the economic optimum fe¡tilization plan for each

increment of nitrogen supply selected by FA, the basic purpose of the t¡ace facility is to

allow the user to focus on any one increment of nitrogen supply and explore alterttative

(less than optimum) fertilization plans. The different paths of exploration offe¡ed by the list

of alternative recommendations and the basic trace facility are illusttated in Figure 3'24.

The trace facility can be thought of as anothe¡ blackboard panel where the user takes part as

an active specialist in building NPKS recommendations. An example of a screen which

represents this conceptual blackboa¡d panel is shown in Figure 3.25(a). The user initiates

the trace facility by selecting one of the recommendations from the list of alternatives, The

trace specialist takes a snapshot of the selected ¡ecommendation onto the trace blackboaLd.

<---> ExplomllooP¡lh of Trac. Fsdlllt

Figule 3.24: Exploration paths of
Recommendations.

Explor¡lioD P¡lh olLkl ol
Allem! llee ne.om¡ne Þd alloû

Facility and List of AlternativeTrace
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The selected ¡ecommendation's nut¡ient levels become the target nut¡ient levels. The user is

allowed to change the fertilizer source and application methods for any of the four

nutrients. The trace specialist assun'ìes that the user is going to apply as nruch of the

selected fertilizer compounds as possible using the application methods to achieve the target

nutlient supplies. The rates of each fe¡tilizer to apply and the cost of their application are

determined by letting the single nutrient specialists and the PS, PKS and NPKS specialists

from the FA blackboaLd provide their expertise in solving the NPKS problem dynamically.

The specialists also critique the user's recommendations and provide explanation for the

status of the plan. For example, it may incur a higher cost than the system's best

recommendation, or it may inadvertently violate toxicity constraints, Figure 3.25(b) is an

example of the system's explanation of a constraint being broken by the user selected plan

shown in Figure 3,25(a). In this example, although the user's plan appeals to achieve a

better dollar return, it is in reality not attainable because such a plan of fertilization will

damage the seedlings and will result in far lowe¡ yield than expected. The critiquing ability

of the t¡ace component is designed to advise the user of such violations.

Examine Alternative Recorrunendations
System's Best Rec 'Nutrient 60 Target Fertilizer N

Supplies 34P 0K 0S
in kglha

Method Fertilizer
N: (1) spring Banded 82-0-0(0)

(2) None None
P: (1) Seed Placed 12-51-0(0)
K: (1) None None
S: (1) None None

Yield 2758 kg/ha
x Crop Price x 5150.00 /T
= Revenue = 9413.70 /ha
- cost - 580,00 /ha
= Return = 5333.70 /ha

Your Recommendati.on
60 Target Fertilizer N
34P 0K 0S

Seed Placed 46-0-0 (0)
None None
Seed Placed f 2-51-0(0)
None None
None None

2758 kg/ha
x S150.00 /T
= $413 . 70 /ha
- S74,58 /ha
= $339.12 /ha

<Fl0>: ExÞlanation

Figure 3.25(a): Trace Facility Screen.

Press <FLO> function key to see explanation as shown in (b).
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EXPLANATI ON

You are attempting to place 9f '76 kg/ha of Nitrogen in the seed
rorv using Ureã, This amount of Urea will be too toxic if placed
vrith the seed under the current soil conditions' The maximum that
you can safely apply in the seed row using Urea is 20.00 kglha of

Figure 3.25(b): System's critique of the plan in (a).

When the trace facility is initiated by the user selecting one of the recommendations f¡om

the list of alternatives, the comparison of the user's recommendation to FA's

recommendation is for a particular nitrogen level. The user can change the nitrogen level

and see the effects of using the same or a different fertilization plan to supply a higher or

lorve¡ level of nitrogen. Graphically, this is equivalent to moving the exploration path

shown in the left graph of Figure 3.24 to one of the adjacent tick ma¡ks along the nitrogen

supply axis. For a given fertilize¡ and application method combination, the use¡ can see the

agronomic effects of using the same combination for supplying different amounts of

nitrogen. For example, the user can choose to place Urea with the seed to achieve a 20

kg,/ha of nitrogen supply, However, if the user decides to increase the amount of nitrogen

supply using this same fertilize¡ and application method combination, the amount of

fertilizer required will ¡esult in the fertilization plan exceeding the toxicity limit of Urea, The

critiquing ability of the trace facility will warn the user of such a violation, This feature of

allowing the user to step through diffe¡ent nitrogen supplies can be useful in explaining the

reasons which cause FA to switch from using one fertilize¡ and application method

combination to another as the amount of nitrogen supply changes.

In summary, a user can perform th¡ee different types of explorations using the trace

facility. 1) For a given nitrogen supply, compare the options of using different fe¡tilize¡ and

application method combinations. 2) Using the same fertilizer and application method

combination, see the economic and agronomic effects of that fertilization plan against FA's
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recommendations fo¡ different nitrogen supply levels.3) Change both the amount of

nitrogen supply and the fe¡tilize¡ and application method combination in comparison to

FA's recommendations fo¡ the various nitrogen supply levels.

3.3,7,4 Multiple Cro¡rs

The crops specialist manages the ¡etrieval of appropriate tables (e.3., nitrogen yield

response tables, phosphorus, potassium, sulphur recommendation tables, etc.) pertaíning

to the selected crop. These tables must be set up for use by the other specialists.

3.3,7.5 Database Routines

The users' data is organized and stored in a hie¡a¡chical fashion. Each client can have a

number of crop fields. Each crop field can have a numbe¡ of situations representing

different scena¡ios for the field. Recommendations are performed for any one client's field

situation. Situations can be compared using the comparison facility described above. The

database specialist manages the organizatíon and the low level saving and retrieving of user

data to disk. The volume of data being stored can increase dramatically, especially when

situations are being cloned and modified for comparison purposes. The database specialist

applies an efficient data saving scheme. Each client has a default set of data describing an

arbitrary field. ThÍs entire data set is saved on disk. When fields and situations are created,

they inherit the default data. Only changes made to be different from the default data are

sto¡ed to reduce the amount of disk storage requíred. Upon selecting a situation, the default

set of data is retrieved and also the changes stored for that situation are retrieved fiom disk.

The changes are applied to the default set to form the set of data describing the selected

situation. This is analogous to an object-oriented environment where subclasses inherit the

attributes and attribute values of ancestors unless explicit attributes and/or att¡ibute values

ars specified for overriding the inheritance.
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3,3.7,6 Imperial/Metric Conversíons

In Manitoba, the agricultural community generally works with an imperial system of

measure. Horvever, for academic purposes, the FA system has been developed based on a

metric system of measure. It is useful to have the option of selecting whether the system is

to work in imperial or metric. A conversion specialist is built into FA to perform

conversions between the two systems of measu¡e. The data stored and the calculations

performed are in metric. If the imperial system is chosen, then inputs (in imperial) must be

converted to metric for storage, and the calculated results (in metric) must be converted to

imperial for display.

3.4 The Feltilizer Advisol Blackboard vs. General Blacl<boards

In FA, there is an a priori order in which the knorvledge sources are activated, This suits

well to a serially executing computer program. In [Nii, 1986a], a blackboard f¡amewo¡k

appropriate for a se¡ial-computing environment is described. Although FA's blackboa¡d

model evolved over development without reference to this model, there is a strong

resemblance between the two models. What follows is a description of that blackboard

framework as presented in the above mentioned article and how it cor¡elates to FA's

blackboard model. Keep in mind that FA is a program developed entirely in C, a procedural

language.

The Knorvledge Sout'ces
The knowledge sources are rcpresented as prccedures, sets of t'ules or logic asserliotts,
Each knorvledge source in FA is either a function, a group of nested fuuctions, or a rule
base processin! routine which executes some rulej. Tñe toxicity specialist ís a rule-based
comþonent whích customizes the information to be used by the other processing
specialists, The other specialists are generally written in procedural code. They utilize
khorvledge about the doÀain to solve tÈ'e fertiliáer problem. Àll of these knorvledgó sources
are represented in the C language.

The objective of each knowledge sow'ce is to contt'ibute inþrmation that will lead to a
solution to the problem.
Each knowledge sourcs is responsible for solving a subproblem of the overall fertilizer
problem, The kìowledge sourcès are designed to take the output of lower level knowledge
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sources and apply their individual specialized knowledge to update the incoming
info¡mation for knowledge sources at a higher levels. This aclion incrementally builds
¡ecommendations based on recommendations given by lowe¡ Ieve.l. Adding one nutrient at
a time to attend to individual nutrient requirements will eventually lead to the final NPKS
reconrmendations,

The knowledge sources modify only the blackboard or control data sttuctures (that also
might be on the blackboat'd), and only the knowledge sources modify the blackboard.
Thè blackboard structure, SITUATION is accessible to each and every knowledge source.
Knowledge sources use data from the blackboard and output data to it.

Each knowledge source is responsible for knowing the conditio¡ts under which it can
contríbute to a solutíon,
Due to the se¡ial execution order of the knowledge sources, a knorvledge source is given
sufficient info¡mation to make its cont¡ibutions. The lower level single nutrient knolleclge
sources have knowledge in the fo¡m of tables and/or logical asse¡tions to decide rvhether or
not they need to make a contribution. For example, if the sulphur-only knowledge source
refers tô the Manitoba Soil Testing Laboratory Sulphur Recommendation Table and finds
that the level of sulphur present in the soil is above the required threshold, then it will
indicate on the blackboa¡d that a sulphur recommendation is not necessary. Higher level
knowledge sou¡ces wait until the input data they need are available before they attempt to
contribute to a solution.

The Blackboard Data Structut'e
The purpose of the blackboard is to hold computational and solution-state data needed by
and produced by the knowledge sources.
The-data produced by knowledge sources at one level is stored on the blackboard and is
used as inþut for knowledge sources at a higher level. The knowledge sources interact'flith
each other indi¡ectly via the blackboard,

The blackboard consists of objects f'om the solution space.
The FA blackboard stores the list of alternative NPKS ¡ecommendations. These
recommendations are a subset of the enti¡e solution space. Intermediate recommendations
(e.g,, PS, PKS recommendations) are stored on the blackboard as well.

The objects on the blackboard are hierarchically organized into levels of analysis,
The data produced by knowledge sources at one level is stored on the blackboa¡d and is
used as input for knowledge sources at a higher level.

The objects and their properties define the vocabulary of the solution space.
The knowledge sources at each lsvel produce data which is expressed by a different C
structure, The type of information represented by the C structures va¡ies f¡om one level to
another.

The blackboard can have multiple blackboard panels.
In the case of FA, multiple blãckboa¡d panels serve the purpose of generating two sels of
recom mendatio ns, each illustrating different factors affecting a crop field.
Recommendations can be compared in te¡ms of economic return on fertilizer investment.
Knowledge sources manipulate these blackboard panels one at a time and do not use the
info¡matiõn from one blackboard panel to make contributions to anothe¡ blackboard panel.

Control
There is a set of control ntodules that monitor the changes on the blackboard and decide
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what actions to take neåL
There is a main control procedure in FA rvhich handles the execution of appropriate
knowledge sources to genêrute the NPKS recommendations.

Various kínds of inþrnntiott are nnde globally available to the control ¡nodules.
Some knorvledge sources indicâte to the control module via the blackboa¡d the action that
should be taken next. Other knowledge sources are just one of a st¡eam of knorvledge
sources to be executed in a fixed order. The control module is always awa¡e of the focus
of attention.

Tlrc focus of attention indicates the next lhing to be processed.
The focus of attention is always on which knowledge source to execute next.

The solulion is built one step at a tifie,
A model driven reasoning scheme is applied. The NPKS ¡ecommendations a¡e built in
steps starting with the single-nutrient ¡ecommendat ions, The P-only and the S-only
recommendations aÍe integrated into a list of valid PS recommendations. The K-only
recommendations are added to the PS ¡ecommendations to form the list of valid PKS
recommendations. Finally, the PKS recommendations are combined with the N-only
solutions to produce NPKS ¡ecommendations. Appropriate knowledge sources are called
upon opportunistically depending on the data made available to the blackboa¡d. Fo¡
example, if the type of crop being grown does not have tables or formulae describing the
nitrogen-to-yield characteristics, then the grid type recommendation knowledge sources are
called rather than the yield curve-type recommendation knowledge sources. Also, the
priority for combining phosphorus, potâssium, and sulphur recommendations will be
opportunistically determined by the crop being fertilized.

Pieces of problem-solving activities occur in a prescribed iteratíve sequence,
The iterative sequence is defined a priorilor solving the NPKS problem.

Criteria are províded to determine when to terntinate the prccess
The NPKS specialist is the last knowledge source to execute before the p¡ocess terminates.
It generates a list of alternative solutions to the NPKS problem.

In FA, the opportunistic problem solving characte¡istic is its ability to apply knowledge

about the problem constraints to improve problem solving speed.

In this chapter, I have examined the problem of meeting the requirements of multiple

nutrients. The implementation of its solution follows a blackboa¡d framervork. The use of

specialists within a blackboard framework to solve small, manageable parts of the problem

allows the problem solving components of the expert system to be incrementally

developed. The next chapter will discuss the incremental development strategy used in

building FA.
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Chapter 4

Evolution of Fertilizer Advisor

4,1 Incremental Development

The distinctive quality of ân expert system is the use of expert knowledge about the

problem domain to efficiently solve the problem at hand, The problem solving knowledge

could be replesented in an unlimited number of different ways. Some common

representation schemes include rules, frames, and object-oriented representations. The

process of extracting an expert's knowledge and Lepresenting it in a suitable form fo¡ use

by an expert system is called knowledge engineerittg. A knowledge engineel developing an

expert system follows a development life cycle similar to that of software engineering, The

cycle begins with the definition of the pLoblem to solve. In sessions with domain expeLts,

the knowledge engineeL attempts to uncover the knowledge typically used to solve

problems in the domain, The next step is to conceptualize the knowledge, concepts and

relations uncovered in the problem definition stage. The concepts developed ate then

formalized into representation structures before the implementation of the expert system.

[he formalization stage includes the selection of an appropriate tool for development of the

expert system and the specification of knowledge representation structu¡es in the

fiamework of the chosen tool. Implementation is the encoding of the formal specifications
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developed in the previous stage into an expelt system, The last but not the final step in the

development life cycle is the testlng of the implemented system, Testing usually leads to the

discovery of details which must be refined and fu¡ther problems to add¡ess. The cycle

starts all over with the definition, conceptualization, formalization, implementation, and

testing of solutions to these discoveries (refer to Figure 1.2). Expert systems are developed

incrementally through successive extensions and modifications. The objective of this

chapter is to present the ite¡ative process involved in the development of the fertilizer

selection expert system p¡ototype.

Development of the fertilizer selection prototype began in 1989. The current prototype has

evolved over two years of developnent. Work on the develop[rent of the expert system has

involved the efforts of gLaduate students from the Department of Computer Science and

staff members f¡om the Departnent of Computer Science, the Faculty of Agriculture and

the Solomon Sinclair Fa¡m Management Institute at the University of Manitoba. My role as

a ¡esea¡ch assistant in this project involved performing knowledge engineering and

program development. The tasks of knoivledge engineering and program development are

shared amongst the membe¡s of the development team.

4.2 I\,laclntosh Prototype

In early 1989, the expert system wâs originally prototyped on a Maclntosh using a version

of Common Lisp. The prototype was designed to provide nitrogen-only ¡ecommendations

on the assumptions that all other nut¡ient requirements are satisfied. It demonstlated that

using expert systems technology is suitable for the automation of the fertilizer selection

task. The Maclntosh was chosen as the prototype platform because its mouse'driven

facilities and the extensive graphics capabilities provided fiiendly interfaces to a user. Also,

Common Lisp was a predominant expert systems development language at the time.

Unfortunately, there were drarvbacks to the Maclntosh envi¡onment. The application
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developed using the version of Common Lisp was too slow for performing the amount of

search required in the fertilizer problem. Mo¡e importantly, the prevalent platform on which

the system is intended to be deliveled is the IBM MS-DOS envilo¡rment. For.these r.easons,

the prototype was ported over to the IBM PC environment at the beginning of year two.

4.3 IBM Prototype

4.3.1 Nitrogen-Only Version

Re-implementation of the Maclntosh prototype in the IBM PC environment using Microsoft

C 5.0 began in the fall of 1989. The initial goal was to build a prototype that would have

the same capabilities as the Maclntosh version (1.e,, to solve the nitrogen-only pLoblem), A

new user interface was lequired because the new environment laced the nrouse-drivell

facilities of the Maclntosh.

4,3.1.1 Hardware and soft\yare requirements

The hardware requilement was largely dictated by the existing machines currently in the

agricultural community. A majority of the Manitoba Agriculture regional offices have IBM

PC's with 8088 microprocessors and dual floppy disk drives, This facr shaped the initial

specifications of the target delivery machine. Anticipating that speed of execution will be a

major factor in the success of the expert system, the C language was chosen as the

development language. Another key facto¡ in the selection of C is that a comprehensive set

of user interface tools rvritten in C was already being used by othel graduate students in the

Depaltment of Compute¡ Science and the applications developed using these tools wer.e

well received.

4,3.1.2 User-interface, rule base contponent and explanations

From a design pelspective, it was necessary to reorganize the user's interface to the

program, The intent was to streamline the amount of infolmation requested f¡om the user
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so as to reduce the complexity in using the program. The info¡mation relevant to the

problem was analyzed and organized into three categories of infolmation describing a

farmer's scenalio: the fertiìize¡ compounds that may be used by the faLmer, the methods by

which these compounds can be applied, and the information describing the conditions of

the field to be fertilized. A sepalate input screen was set up for collecting the infoLmation in

each category. We found that structuring the information into categolies helped the users

focus their attention on individual categories of input. The organization ofthese categories

into individual screens reduced the apparent complexity and volume of input lequired, To

furthe¡ reduce the amount of input required from a user', a plepaled list of common fertilizer

compounds (see Figule 4.1) and application methods were provided fot the usel on entry

to the system. Thus upon entering a session, it was only necessary to modify the default

feLtilizer, method and field chalacteristics information before pLoceeding on to generate a

recommendation,

Fe¡tilizer Products
Analysis Available

Keep? N P K S Form Fertilizer Name
Price per tonne Curent

Spring Fall Tox (kg/tta)

Yes 82- 0- 0( 0) Gas

Yes 28- 0- 0( 0) Liquid
Yes 34- 0- 0( 0) Granular
Yes 10-34- 0( 0) Liquid
No 16-20.0(14) Granular
Yes 12-51- 0( 0) Granular
Yes 0- 0-60( 0) Granular
No 0- 0-62( 0) Granular
Yes 20- 0- 0(24) Granula¡
No 21- 0- 0(24) Granular
Yes 12- 0- 0(26) Liquid
No 0- 0.0(90) Granular

Anhydrous Ammonia 5360.00 5310,00 0,00
UAN Liquid 5160,00 5150,00 30.00
Ammonium Nirrate s225.00 s210.00 45.00
Amm. Polyphosphate 5300.00 5270.00 45.00
Amm. Phos. Sulf. 5280.00 5252.00 45.00
Monoammonium Phos. 5360.00 5324.00 45.00
Potash 5160.00 5160.00 45.00
Potassium ? 5170.00 5153.00 45.00
Amm. Sulphate I 5215.00 5193,50 45,00
Amm, sulphare II s215,00 s193,50 45.00
Amm. Thiosulphale 5193,50 S174,15 45.00
Elemental Sulphur 5375.00 5337.50 45.00

<F8>: edit selected fertilizer in full screen mode
<ESC>: exit without save

Figule 4.1: List of pre-defined fertilize¡ compounds. Each row in the Keep? column may
be toggled between yes or no to logically include or exclude the fertilizer
represented by the row. Pressing <F8> allorvs the user to modify the curlent
row's fe¡tilizer information in a full sc¡een mode.
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The information rvhich described the user's field included such details as: the soil test

results, the crop to be grown and its expected sale price, the field's soil and moistu¡e

conditions, and the equipment to be used fo¡ fertilization (see Figure 4.2). For the

prototype version, average default values rvere pLovided fo¡ these items upon start of the

input session and modifications could be made to customize the information to reflect the

farmer's current situation. Also some items could only take on one of a limited set of

values. For example, the soil moistu¡e level could only be described as one of dry, arid,

moist, o¡ ideal, The user interface tool implemented an entry of this type as an entry field

which provided a list of the selectable options, This simplified the input process by

allowing the user to select one of the options. Upon entering the field descriptions, a

recommendation could readily be generated. As mentioned previously, the field condition

may have an effect on the behaviour of the fertilizers. For example, if the soil moisture

content is dry ol the soil texture is coarse, it is not advisable to put nitrogen in urea fotm

Figure 4.2: The client's field data entry screen. A data entry field such as Seedbed
Moisture Content has a fixed number of selectable values and can be
scrolled through using the arrow keys, ot displayed in a menu format by
pressing <F5> when the cursor is on that entLy.

Edit Client's Field Data

Najne i colin Farmer
Field Name: Test Field (vlheat) Legal Desc.:

soil Test Results! kg/ha Rating
soil Nitrale - N Levelr 30 N03-Nr 2ft. Mediûm
soiL Phosphate - P Levelr 20 Sod. Bicarb, P /{edj um

soiL PotassÍum - K Level¡ 400 Amm. Àcetate K very High
SoiI Sulphate - S f,evel: 50 S04-S' 2ft. very High

crop to be Grown: Hard Red Spring wheat
Expected crop Price¡ S 150.00/T

Soil Texture: Fine (Ctay)
Seedbed Moisture Conditions ¡ Mois!

soil Moisture curve to be Used: Moist
Seeding Implement I Ai rse ede r

seed and Fertilizer Placement I separated or scattered

<F5>r oÞtions List, <ESc>r Don't Savei <
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with the seed at seeding time because doing so would likely damage the seed. To reflect

this toxicity constraint, the nitrogen fe¡tilizers in the urea fo¡m would have their toxicity

limits lorvered to ze¡o. A ¡ule base process then applies the field characteristic dependent

adjustments to the fertilize¡ data,

The ¡ule base processing component is part of a C-based rule base management package

developed by Computer Science graduate students at the University of Manitoba

[Miller, 1991]. The ¡ule base management package has two components: a f¡ont-end

knowledge acquisition component and a rule base processing driver component. The f¡ont-

end knorvledge acquisition has a rule base edito¡ for entering the rules into a rule base. The

¡ule base can also be tested thlough the knowledge acquisition component. When the rule

base has been tested for validity, it can be exported to a C code version of the rule base.

The C code rule base and the rule base processing driver are then linked into the program

and a call can be made to the rule base processor to sxecute the rule base. To continue the

example from the previous paragraph, the rule base processor is called after the completion

all fietd description entries. The appropriate conditions will cause the rule:

IF Soil Moistu¡e Content = Dry OR Soil Textu¡e = Coarse THEN Urea Toxicity = 0.0

to be fired, resulting in Urea's toxicity being set to zero. There are other rules similar to this

which take the information for a field and conditionally modify the current set of fertilizer

compound and application method characteristics. Representing the knowledge about

fertilizer behaviour under special field conditions as rules is advantageous in that the

knowledge is explicit and is highly maintainable.

The recommendations produced by this version of the prototype are exactly as descril¡ed in

chapter three. The result is a list consisting of the best nitrogen-only recommendation fo¡

achieving each 5 kg/ha increment of nitrogen supply. All other nutrient requirements are

assumed to have been satisfied by other means.
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One aspect of expert systems rvhich rvas explored during the development of this prototype

was the capability to provide explanations for the actions taken by the system. Experts

exhibit the characteristic that they can explain the reasoning they used in arriving at

solutions. An expert system should have a similar capability in order to gain the user's

confidence in the system's ploblem solving strategies. This attempt was modestly

successful. Explicit knowledge such as the toxicity adjustment rules we¡e straight forward

translâtions fiom the rules to textual explanations. Other ¡esults such as the final nitrogen-

only recommendations we¡e found to be difficult to develop explanations for, The initial

suggestion from our expert was to explain a selected recommendation by showing the

details of that recommendation, Details included the fertilizer(s) to apply, the method of

application, the rate, the amount of nitrogen applied, the cost of the fertilize¡ product, the

cost of application, the total cost, the potential yield, the revenue generated and the net

¡etu¡n. This detailed explanation has continued to be a part of the system even in the cur¡ent

prototype. It is useful in that a lot of the details about a recommendation are hidden until the

user requests to see them, Horvever, this type of explanation does not explain rvhy the

recommendation was selected over other fertilization pìans which are capable of supplying

the same amount of nitrogen. As rvill be seen in the following sections, the ability fot the

system to explain its reasoning continued to be one of the important issues in rvhich

development effort was invested.

4.3,1,3 Objectives for the Next Phase of Developnrent

The IBM-implemsntation which solved the nitrogen-only problem was completed at the end

of 1989. It became a stable platform on rvhich additional knowledge could be added to

make the system more robust at solving the fertilizer problem,
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4,3,2 Nitrogen -a nd -Phos phorus Vet'sion

4.3,2.1 Knorvledge Acquisition and Knowledge Engineering

At the beginning of 1990, the objectives for the FA project expanded to address the

problem of integrating another nutrient, namely phosphorus, into the ¡ecommendations,

This stage of development involved many knowledge acquisition sessions with domain

expsrts to formalize the knowledge necessary to solve the phosphorus-only problem and

also add¡ess the problem of integrating single nutrient recommendations to form combined

recommendation s. "Knowledge acquisition is the transfer and t¡ansformation of problem-

solvíng expertise f¡om some knowledge source to a program" (or knowledge base)

[Buchanan et al., 1983], The main sou¡ces of knorvledge for FA we¡e the domain experts,

Other knowledge sources included text books, and data bases. Through a lengthy set of

interviews, knowledge acquired from the domain experts was formalized into knowledge

for representation in a knowledge base.

Knowledge acquisition tends to be the bottleneck in the construction of many expert

systems [Buchanan et al., 1983]. Extracting knowledge fiom an expert illvolves extensive

communication between the expert and the k¡owledge engineer. The exchanges a¡e often

awkward and clumsy in the initial stages when the knowledge engineer has limited

familiarity with the domain. This problem is eventually overcome as the knowledge

engineer acquires experience in the problem domain. Another problem rvhich hinders the

knowledge acquísition process is that "human experts are notoriously unreliâble in

explaining exactly what goes on in solving a complex problem. Often they forget to

mention steps that have become obvious or even automatic to them after years of work in

their field" [Luger et al., 1989]. This is actually not a fault, but rather a sign of expertise.

The expert has mastered the problem solving skills and thus can solve a complex problem

by going from point A to point C without explicitly going through point B. However, each

intermediate step in solving the problem must be made explicit to the knorvledge engineer
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because the knowledge engineer is not an expert in the domain. The experts we work with

are avr'are of this fact and make special efforts in their attempts to explain the problem

solving techniques to us. Nonetheless, communication problems that occur between the

domain expert and the knowledge engineer often impede the development process.

A typical session with our experts involved a review of the current system, the steps that

have been taken to address the objectives proposed during the Iast session, and the

determination of new objectives to be achieved for the next session, The objectives

proposed included fixing program errors, improving the current system, and adding new

features to the system. We have found that it was beneficial to demonstrate the most cur¡ent

version of the program at each session. The experts often played the role of the rìsers and

critique the usefulness of the system,

4.3,2.2 System Enhancements

During this phase of development, one important objective was to enhance the system's

usefulness f¡om the user's perspective, It was undesirable to have a clumsy system which

would be difficult to use, Much wo¡k was put into improving the use¡ interface, Effo¡t was

invested in two areas: adding a database management facility for storing and retrieving data

for users, and experimenting with different arrangements of the system's components to

increase the system's ease of use. With a database management facility, users could bette¡

manage the input datâ, reducing the amount of data entry in subsequent sessions, To

further enhance the system's usefulness, we experimented with different screen

arrangements. Subsequently, we have decided on ân ârrangement whe¡e the input screens

requesting data that must be modified for each session (e,g., data describing the farm

characteristics) were placed in the path towards the generation of recommendations.

Sc¡esns which contained default data that would infrequently be modified (e.g,, methods

and fertilizers data) could be displayed when optionally selected by the user. This
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arrangement allowed the novice user to quickly input the essential data and receive the

corresponding recommendations, and yet allorved an experienced user to expetiment rvith

diffe¡ent sets of data to perform what-if analysis,

Another objective which was passed on from the previous (nitrogen-only) stage of

developmenl is the goal of improving the system's ability to explain its processing. In an

attempt to explain the reason for selecting the optimum recommendation over other, less

than optimum recommen d ations, FA was modified to display the competing

recommendations. Again, such extraneous information was not normally displayed unless

requested by the user. The system allowed the use¡ to select an optimum recommendation

and display all other, less than optimum recommendations rvhich supplied the same amount

of nitrogen and phosphorus âs the optimum recommendation. It was appa¡ent from this list

thât the optimum recommendation was chosen due to its high net return.However, such a

list might not include a particular fertilization plan that the user is expecting to be

economical.

To allow the user to see the effects of a specific fe¡tilization plan, a critiquing contponent

was added to FA. The critiquing component allowed the user to fill in, on screen, a

fertilization plan. The user input the fertilizer products to apply, the methods of application

and the amount of each product to apply. Existing modules which were already

implemented for providing ¡ecommendations were called on by the critiquing component to

critique the user's fertilization plan. If the plan was valid (i,e., does not violate any

constraints), then calculation modules would be called on to determins details such as costs

and nutrient supplies. The critiquing component could also determine if the plan violated

constraints and warn the user of those violations.
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The manner in which the critiquing component called on existing modules to critique the

use¡'s fertilization plan lvas made possible by the modular design of the system.

Incremental development had lead us to implement the system one component at a time.

The fact that the system had components which independently solved parts of the problem

allowed the critiquing component to sha¡e these othe¡ component's problem solving

knowledge. The value of the modula¡ design was further supported by the work put into

meeting two other objectives in this stage of development. The first objective, transforming

the nitrogen-only recommendations into nitrogen-and-phosphorus recommendations, was

accomplished by adding the knowledge about phosphorus recommendations to the existing

nitrogen-only system, The integration of the processing for making phosphorus

¡ecommendations was achieved without extensively modifying the existing nitrogen

component of the system. To meet the second objective, improving the user inte¡face of the

system, several different arrangements of the system's user interface components (and their

associated processing components) were evaluatsd. In a relatively short period of time,

several versions of the system were tested for their ease of use. We found that the system

components could easily be configured in a number of different ways to achieve the same

results, The differences between the configurations were in the presentation of information,

screens and processing flow, This experiment illustrated that modular design methodology

is valuable for further development of the program.

4,3.2.3 Objectives for the Next Phase of Development

At the end of summer 1990, the system wâs capable of providing nitrogen and phosphorus

recommendations. The project team had a firm understanding of the integration of multiple

nutrients and began to explore the integration of potassium and sulphur recommendations

into the system. In preparation for more knowledge acquisition sessions, two major areas

of focus were established for the next stage of development. 1) The addition of potassium

and sulphur fertilizers to be considered by the system would dramatically expand the scope
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of the problem. With each individual nutrient source being applicable using one of five

application methods (and the nitrogen fe¡tilizer may require a two method application), the

total number of combinations could grow exponentially. The¡e was a need to perform some

type of guided search through only the relevant solutions. 2) There was still the need for a

mechanism of providing comprehensive explanations for the reasoning applied by the

system.

4.3.3 NPKS version

Development of the system continued in the fall of 1990 with the integration of potassium

and sulphur recommendations into the existing nitrogen and phosphorus recommendation

system. Throughout the fall of 1990, efforts were concentrated on developing a scheme for

integrating the four nutrient recommendations into one combined optimum

recommendation,

4,3.3.1 Controlling the Complexity of the Ploblem

After acquiring the knowledge necessary for implementing the potassium and sulphur

components, the initial attempt at the integ¡ation of all four nutrients into combined

recommendations was to exhaustively form all valid combinations and search for the

optimum solution. The solution method was straight forward; the pseudo code tepresenting

the solution method is given in Figure 4.3. However, given the number of nested loops in

the algorithm, the exhaustive method is time consuming. For an average test case (i.e.,

average initial soil test nitrogen level, only common fe¡tilizers being considered), the

generation of the recommendations took approximately ten seconds using a 10 MHz.

80286 processor, The worst case recommendations (i,e., low initial soil test nitrogen level,

all fertilizers are considered) took 25 seconds to generate. The length of the response time

was unacceptable, especially if the target end-user machines would have 8088 processors.

The response time needed to be ¡educed. The strategy was to exploit some of the
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knowledge we have about the interaction of the four nutrients to const¡ain the search for the

optimum solution,

To reduce the complexity involved in dealing with each nutrient and the interactions

between them, we incrementally built the problem solving components of the system such

that the components themselves incrementally build the solution to the problem. The

modular design methodology employed resulted in a system whe¡e the organization of the

problem solving components was simila¡ to a blackboa¡d model, The problem solving

components and the ways they contributed to solving the enti¡e problem in a blackboard

framework were described in the preceding chapter. The cu¡rent system, tested under the

same conditions as the initial system, took only three seconds to process the avelage test

case and up to five seconds to process the worst case. The inc¡ease in the potential number

of combinations to sea¡ch through did not dramatically increase the execution time as in the

exhaustive case,

Figure 4,3: Pseudo-code fo¡ the exhaustive method of generating all valid solutions,

r0gen
Set current increment of nitrogen ai the target nitrogen level
For each phosphorus-only recommendation
For each potassium-only recommendation

For each sulphur-only recommendation
If ths PKS combination does not violate any constraints

Form the PKS combination
Determine nitrogen level supplied by the PKS combination
Dete¡mine the âmount of nitrogen required to meet the target
Fo¡ each nitrogen-only recommendations supplying the required amount

If the NPKS combination does not violate any constraints
Form the NPKS combination
Determine the total cost of applying the NPKS combination
Keep track of lowest costing combination at current nitrogen supply

End If
End Fo¡

End If
End For

End For
Detsrmine net return for lowest costing NPKS at current nitrogen supply
Keep track of the combination with the highest overall net return

End For
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4.3,3,2 More System Enhancements

The organization of the problem solving components in a blackboard framervork satisfied

the first concern we had of the NPKS combinations growing exponentially as the number

of factors to considered increased. The second concern regarding the improvement of the

explanation facility was still going through experimental phases. Two features have been

added to improve the system's ability to provide explanations. These arc the trace facility

and the comparison facility as described in the previous chapter.

In the NP version of the system, we implemented an explanation facility for showing

alternative recommendations which achieved the same nutrient supplies as a selected

optimum recommendation, Displaying all the recommendation alternatives excessively

cluttered up the display screen. Furthe¡more, it was difficult to focus in on a specific type

of fertilization plan a user was interested in to see how the plan of intelest compared to the

optimum recommendation, The development of the trace facility was motivated by the need

to focus in on particular recommendations and compare their effects to the optimum

recommendation given by the system. The trace facility replaced the critiquing component

developed in the NP version of the system. The critiquing component was used to focus in

on one particular fertilization plan for analysis of its economic effects. The trace facility

uses the same interface âs the critiquing component, allowing the user to select the fertilizer

products and methods of application fo¡ each nutrient. However, insteâd of allowing the

user to specify râtes of fertilizer application, the system determined the appropriate rates of

application for each fertilizer compound selected based on preset target nutrients supplies.

These targets were set to be equivalent to the nutrients levels supplied by the optimum

recommendation being compared by the user. This allowed the user to see the economic

effects of the selected optimum ¡ecommendatiou and the ¡ecommendation proposed by the
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user, Like the critiquing component, the trace facility warned the user if the proposed

fertilization plan violated any domain constraints.

The second attempt at improving the explanation facilities was to extend the

recommendation system to have the ability to compa¡e ¡ecommendations made for different

scenarios of the same field. That is, perform what-if analysis on the sâme field given

slightly different circumstances. For example, what would be the economic effects and the

recommendations given by the system, if the same field was fertilized with lower priced

fertilize¡s. Such a facility is useful for illustrating the effects of changing factors on the

economics of fe¡tilization,

Finally, to prepare the system for acceptance in the agricultural community in Manitoba,

facilities we¡e implemented for handling multiple crops and operating in met¡ic and imperial

uníts of measure. The common unit of measure is imperial except for the price of fertilizers.

To suit all users' preferences, either metric or imperial or a mixture of both units of

measure could be chosen by the user. The selected units of measure were also saved for

subsequent sessions.
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Chapter 5

C onclusi on

The ideal approach to making sound fertilizer application decisions is to conside¡ all the

factors that will affect the fertilization and devise a fertilization plan which will be

customized to meet all the constraints imposed by these factors and yet will successfully

yield the optimum leturn on investment. This is a complex task because there are many

facto¡s involved, First and foremost, the availability of the va¡ious fertilizers, the forms in

which they are available, their nuttient compositions and costs must be determined. Next

the rate, timing and method with which the fertilizers should be applied, along with the cost

and the efficiency of the application methods must be taken into consideration. To

maximize the effectiveness of the fertilizer application, many other factors must also be

conside¡ed. To name a few, some of these factors may include: the soil type, texture,

seedbed moisture content, concentration of nut¡ients presently in the soil, fertilizer toxicity

problems, regional climatic rainfall, and farmer's preferences such as equipment

availability, safety preferences, availability of financial resources, and crop management

practices.
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It is difficult to keep track of all of the above factors. This is furthe¡ complicated by the

substantial number of options avâilable for choosing fe¡tilize¡ products and suitable

application methods. This combined with the goal of arriving at the best ¡ecommendation

forms what we call the fertilizer problem. An agronomist would apply his/her knorvledge

of the agricultural domain and the knowledge of the fa¡mer's specific circumstances to

solve the fertilizer problem. There is no formal algorithm for caLrying out this pr.ocess.

Instead, agronomists rely on facts known about the problem, their previous experience,

intuition, and heuristics when making fe¡tilizer application decisions. These problem

characte¡istics suggested that the fertilizer problem was a good candidate for expert systems

technology.

The result is the development of a prototype expert system called the.Fer¡ilizer Advisor.It

takes a knowledge-based approach at solving the fe¡tilizer problem, The many factors

involved are consids¡ed in the problem solving process. Knowledge about the problem

characteristics are applied to perform a constraint-directed search of the problem space.

This search screens out irrelevant information, thereby reducing rhe potential complexiry of

the problem,

The system was developed usíng an inc¡emental development strategy common to buílding

expert systems. The process involved working in cooperation with experts to determine the

knowledge required for solving a narrow scope of the problem and then implementing the

solutions in the expert system. Gradually the scope of the problem was expanded and the

process reiterated with the extraction of more knowledge from our sxperts about solving

the enlarged problem, followed by the implementation of the solutions to incrementally

complete the system's expertise.
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The FA system was designed with a numbe¡ of fundamental objectives in mind. Initial

response f¡om demonstrations of the system to groups in the agricultural industry have

confirmed that these fundamental objectives were successfully achieved. These objectives

were:

1) Flexibility: The system is capable of rendering recommendations customized to a

farmer's circumstances. For example, diffe¡ent moisture regimes will result in the use of

yield curves unde¡ different moisture categories, This allows the farme¡ to more

accurately predict the yield potential. Unlike the manual system whe¡e recommendations

have fixed yield goals, the FA system takes advantage of using the yield curyes to more

precisely choose an economic optimum yield goal. Furthermore, the selection of fhis

yield goal is sensitive to the changing factoLs in the fertilizer problem.

2) Constlaints: The system takes into consideration a number of constraints, but only

when conditions require that those constraints be considered. For example, ce¡tain soil

conditions will increase the toxicity haza¡d for seed placed fe¡tilizer. These toxicity are

adjusted accordingly to reflect the variety of field conditions which may tighten or relax

these const¡aints.

3) Speed: The system is efficient in the generation of the recommendations. FA delive¡s

recommendations within seconds due to its ability to apply knowledge about the problem

characteristics to ignore irrelevant information in its search for the optimum

recommendation,

4) Ease of Use: The system provides quick recommendations based on many default

values stored in the knowledge base. The user may modify these if necessary.

Furthermore, modified values may be saved for use in future sessions, Packaged with
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the system are other facilities (e.9., explanations, comparison facility, list of alternative

recommendations, trace facility) which offer the user diffe¡ent ¡ecommendation needs.

The user may be inte¡ested in knowing about the details of a palticular recommendation,

or why a fertilize¡'s toxicity was adjusted. These queries can be posed to the explanation

facility. A user can explore alternative recommendations by two meansi see the best

alternative at each increment of nitrogen supply by displaying the list of alternative

recommendations, or explore the alternatives at one particular increment of nitrogen

supply using the trace facility. An interested user may also perfolm what-if analysis

using the comparison facility.

Response fiom the demonstrations to agricultural groups have also identified some areas

where improvements can be made. The major concern was that the system was lacking in

expertise in some areas. For example, the system did not have data for predicting the yield

potential of canola and flax, two major crops grown in Manitoba. This is in part due to lâck

of recent reseârch data to formulate reliable yield cuwes. The need to update the data used

by the system to reflect current crop production conditions has been identified as an

objective to be tackled by agricultural resea¡chers. Furthermore, other gaps in the system's

knowledge base are to be filled in through more knowledge acquisition sessions with

experts. For example, the system currently does not take into consideration va¡iable soil

testing depths, It only assumes that the soil test was performed at the depth prescLibed by

the Manitoba Soil Testing Laboratory. The ability to manage soil tests perfoLmed at olher

depths will require further consultation with our experts to dete¡mine the methods to handle

the differences. Some areas were intentionally left for future development due to the need to

restrict the functionality of the system during this research in order to avoid trying to solve

too many problems at the same time. This is a common strategy used in the incremental

development of expert systems.
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The prototype system is expected to undergo thorough testing by use¡s f¡om the

agricultural industry in the spring of i991. The puLpose of this testing phase is to uncover

the strengths and weaknesses of the system in making ¡eal wo¡ld ¡ecommendations. The

users' responses rvill be used to dete¡mine the project's di¡ectives for reiteration of the

inc¡emental development cycle, To date, the system has been under significant scrutiny and

we are confident that the underlying mechanism for solving the complex fertilizer problem

will scale up gracefully to solve the feLtilizer problem as ths scope of the problem enlaLges.

New objectives have already been established as the system progresses into the next phase

of development,

The first objective is to continue exploring ways to explicitly explain the knowledge applied

by the system in solving the fertilize¡ problem. A use¡ will be more confident with the

recommendations suggested by the system if the system's reasoning is made explicit to

u seI.

Another objective is to woLk with our expelts in producing yield curves which have yields

associated with small increments of nitrogen levels. The current yield tables show the

corresponding yield fol each 5 kg/ha inc¡ement of nitrogen supply. Having tables with

finer increments (e.g., yield for every 1 kglha increment of nitrogen supply) would allow

the system to more accurately predict yield. The need to have finer increments in the yield

table has been motivated by a demand for the system to perform target yield

recommendations. That is, given a yield goal or a set of yield goals, what is the economic

optimum fertilization plan for achieving the goal(s). Quite often, farmers prefer to meet

specific yield goals due to market demands on their crop production. The following is what

was conceptualized as the solution for solving this problem. The system currently can make

recommendations for a given target nitrogen supply level (i.e., gtid type

recommendations). Performing target yield recommendations is an extension of performing
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target nitrogen supply recommendations because each nitrogen supply level is associated

rvith a particular yield potential as dictated by the yield curve tables (Figure 2.2). Given a

target yield, simply look up the nitrogen supply rvhich generates that yield and perform a

target nitrogen supply recommendation, The only d¡awback is that the nitrogen supply

levels are in 5 kg/ha increments of nitrogen supply and their corresponding yields are in

inc¡ements of 100 kgfta or more. Given a target yield, it is likely that it is not in the yield

table. Having fíner increments will give more flexibility and accuracy in performing both

target nitrogen supply and target yield recommendations.

Other objectives planned are features to cater to a variety of recommendation needs. Some

farmels may want recommendations which meet a cost constraint. For example, the farme¡

has ten fields to feLtilize and is willing to put $10,000 into fe¡tilization. Each field may have

different field conditions and may be growing different crops, The system should perform

an analysis for each field and determine the overall optimum allocation of the farmer's

funds to maximize the economic ¡etu¡n on fe¡tilize¡ investment.

Anothe¡ need is for a facility to provide recommendations on improving farm management

practices to maximize the effectiveness of the fe¡tilization. The application of the

¡ecommended fertilization plan to achieve the proposed target yield is only realizable given

that proper manâgement practices are exercised, It may be necessary to assess the history of

a farmer's farm management practices and previously achieved crop yields before

¡ecommendations can be made regarding improvements in management practices.

Lastly, a long term goal is to make the expert system available for use by the various

provincial soil testing labo¡atories and fertilize¡ deale¡s ac¡oss Western Canada. The

knowledge currently in the system is specific to Manitoba and must be replaced by the

knowledge about crop fertilization practices in the province where the system is to be used.
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The above problems have been identified as objectives to add¡ess in the next phase of

development. Methods for solving these problems will be discussed in future consultations

rvith our experts.
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